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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Puroose_

In 1986, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) Project
Office (WPO) (DOE-WPO) prepared a strategy _ for complying with the Environmental
Protection Agency's (EPA's) Standards for the management of transuranic (TRU) waste. 2
Section 3.2.2.2 of the DOE's report addressed compliance with the Assurance
Requirements found in 40 CFR § 191.143 . One of the Assurance Requirements addresses
the selection of repository sites that contain recoverable natural resources. The
requirement, referred to as the Resource Disincentive Requirement, reads as follows:

Places where there has been mining for resources, or where there is a reasonable
expectation of exploration for scarce or easily accessible resources, or where there
is significant concentration of any material that is not widely available from other
sources, should be avoided in selecting disposal sites. Resources to be included
shall include minerals, petroleum or natural gas, valuable geologic formations, and
ground waters that are either irreplaceable because there is no reasonable
alternative source of drinking water available for substantial populations or that are
vital to the preservation of unique and sensitive ecosystems. Such p/aces shall not
be used for disposal of the wastes covered by this part unless the favorable
characteristics of such places compensate for their greater likelihood of being
disturbed in the future. 4

The DOE states, in the strategy document, that the "natural resources requirement has
been addressed during the course of the WIPP Project. A finding will be prepared to show
that the favorable characteristics of the disposal site compensate for the greater likelihood
of disturbance because of the presence of natural resources. ''_ This position was
developed based on both EPA and Environmental Evaluation Group (EEG) comments to the
draft of the compliance strategy. Specifically, the EPA stated, with regard to the
comparison of favorable characteristics and resources, that the "two factors must not only
be "weighed" and "summarized" but a finding must be documented that the favorable
characteristics compensate for the greater likelihood of WIPP being disturbed because of
the presence of the natural resources. ''_ Likewise, the EEG stated that "something more
than a "summarized" discussion will be needed" and that they expect "a detailed report

' Westinghouse Electric Corp., 1989.

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1985a.

3 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1985a, pp. 38086.

4 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1985a, p. 38086.

Westinghouse Electric Corp., 1989, pp. 35-36.

6 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1987.
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analyzing the valuable and rare resources available at WIPP compared to any favorable
characteristics. "'

This document addresses 40 CFR § 191.14 (e). The approach is to first summarize the
development of the resource requirement to provide a proper perspective for evaluation of
WIPP compliance. In addition, a summary of the discussions regarding resources at the
WIPP is provided to demonstrate the extent to which the topic has been discussed
between the DOE and various oversight groups. Finally, the process of selecting the
WIPP site as a repository is shown to be in compliance with the resource disincentive
requirement.

This report recognizes that in 1987, 40 CFR 191 was vacated and remanded by the First
Circuit Court (National Resources Defense Council, et al. v. United States Environmental
Protection Agency, et al.). The DOE believes that when a new standard is promulgated,
the Assurance Requirements of 40 CFR 191 will remain intact, and therefore need to be
addressed by the WIPP. In the second modification to the Consultation and Cooperation
(C&C) Agreement with the state of New Mexico, it is stated that "DOE agrees to continue
/ts performance assessment planning as though the provisions of 40 CFR Part 191
effective November 19, 1985, remain applicable ''_

This report documents that the site ._91ection process for the WIPP facility did indeed
comply with the natural resource aisincentive requirement in 40 CFR §191,14(e) at the
time selected and therefore complies with the standard at this time. Thus, it shall be
shown that it is reasonably certain that the WIPP site provides better overall protection
than practical alternatives that were available when the site was selected, lt is important
to point out here, and it will be discussed later in the report, that the resource disincentive
requirement is a preliminary siting criterion that requires further evaluation of sites that
have resources (i.e, hydrocarbons, minerals and groundwater) in the vicinity or on the site.
This further evaluation requires that for sites that do have resources, a qualitative
determination must be made that the site will provide better overall protection than
practical alternatives. The purpose of this report is not to provide a quantitative evaluation
for selection of the WIPP site. A further discussion on the difference between the

qualitative analysis required under 40 CFR §191.14(e) and the quantitative analysis under
other sections of 40 CFR 191 is provided in §2.1 of this report.

1.2 Back.qround

When the Congress of the United States enacted the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) of 1969, they recognized the conflict over the management of natural resources.
Congress mandated that federal agencies find a balance between the social, economic,
and other requirements of present and future generations of Americans and the critical
importance of restoring and maintaining environmental quality. Federal agencies are
required by the law to "achieve a balance between population and resource use..."" In

7 Environmental Evaluation Group, 1987.

U.S. Department of Energy, 1987, p. 5.

9 U. S. Congress, 1969.
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this regard, federal agencies must provide statements which address "Any irreversible and
irretrievable commitments of resources which would be involved in the proposed action
should it be implemented."'° The vehicle for documenting the consideration of resource
conflicts and the commitment of resources is the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
prepared for a federal project.

For waste repositories, such as the WIPP, consideration of "resource conflicts" in the
decision making process, as required by the NEPA, is multifaceted. Of course,
consideration must be given to the resources consumed by the construction and operation
of the facility (e.g., building materials, fuels, and land resources). These considerations are
the most common resource commitments that federal agencies address in their ElSs. In
addition to these, resources associated with the WIPP must be considered from two
additional aspects. First, there are denied resources. These are resources that cannot be
developed because such development may conflict with the long-term goal of waste
isolation. Second, there are the risks associated with resource attractiveness. That is,
resources associated with the location may be attractive to future generations, who may
elect to exploit them, and thereby create the potential for a release of waste into the
biosphere.

Resource attractiveness concerned tl_9 EPA when they promulgated the natural resources
assurance requirement in 40 CFR 191." Compliance with this part of 40 CFR 191 is the
subject of this paper.

In 1985, nearly ten years after the Los Medanos site was identified for a transuranic (TRU)
waste facility, the EPA issued federal regulations establishing criteria for the management
and disposal of radioactive waste. These standards included limited guidelines regarding
the selection of a site for a radioactive waste repository. These regulations are contained
in 40 CFR 191 and consist of two subparts: Subpart A, "Environmental Standards for
Management and Storage"; and Subpart B, "Environmental Standards for Disposal."
Subpart B contains an assurance requirement that has the purpose of discouraging the
location of disposal sites where minable resources are available. '2 The requirement is
referred to as the Resource Disincentive Requirement (RDR).

The following sections of this report include a discussion of the development of the
resource disincentive provision in the EPA's standard, including a discussion of WIPP
specific issues associated with resources (Section 2.0); a brief description of the WIPP
Project (Section 3.0); an overview of the WIPP site selection process, including a summary
of the documentation that resources were considered in the WIPP Project decision-making
process by the DOE (Section 4.0); and conclusions regarding the DOE's compliance with
the RDR (Section 5.0).

,o U.S. Congress, 1969, Title I, Sec. 102, (2), (C), (v).

" U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1985a, § 191.14(e),
p. 38086.

,2 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1985a, p. 38086.
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2.0 DEVELOPMENT OF THE STANDARD

Nearly every federal entity associated with radioactive waste isolation has established
naturat resource conflicts as an important consideration in the selection of repository sites.
Donna Goad, the author of EEG-1,3, summarized the criteria stated by the Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC), the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA), the
DOE, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), the United States Geological Survey
(USGS), the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), Battelle Institute (BMI and BNWL),
Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), the National Academy of Sciences (NAS), the Atomic
Energy Commission Limited (AECL) (Canada), and the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA). Ms. Goad's discussion is presented in Appendix A. The criteria can be
summarized by the following two statements:

Selecting sites with ,_atural resources may result in the denial of access to
important raw materials.

Selecting sites with natural resources may lead to future disturbance of the
geological/hydrological system through exploration or production, including direct
intrusion into the repository.

2.1 Development ofl;he EPA Resources A.ssurance Requirement;

The EPA took the recommendations of these technical experts to heart when they
promulgated the proposed 40 CFR 191 rules. TM This is evident by the "prohibition" type
statement that the EPA included in the proposed rule. lt is as follows:

(f) Disposal systems shall not be located where there has been mining for resources
or where there is a reasonable expectation of exploration for scarce or easily
accessible resources in the future. Furthermore, disposal systems shall not be
located where there is a significant concentration of any material which is not
widely available from other sources. _'_

In the preamble to the proposed standard, the EPA explained the application of the
requirement by way of a comparison. On one hand the EPA points out that salt domes
may have numerous uses such as salt production, oil storage, and others. Many of these
uses would be in conflict with the long-term goals of waste isolation. On the other hand,
the EPA cites salt bed structures as being of much less concern because bedded salt
deposits are much more common. In addition, the EPA stated that they "particularly seek
comment on this provision because it could rule out sites which might otherwise be
advantageous in meeting all of our other requirements.""

'_ Environmental Evaluation Group, 1979.

,4 U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1982.

_ U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1982, § 191.14(f),
p. 58205.

,6 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1982, p. 58201.
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Among the comments that the EPA received regarding the resource disincentive assurance
requirement were written comments from the EEG'7 and testimony to the EPA's Science
Advisory Board (ESAB) by a representative of the WIPP Project. _8

In their comments, the EEG ties the natural resources assurance requirement to the
"...important concept that human intrusion is perhaps the most likely cause of significant
repository releases and that the probability of human intrusion and the expectation of
resource presence are interrelated to some extent." '_ The EEG goes on to point out that
the restrictive wording in the requirement should be changed to allow more discretion in
evaluating this requirement. The EEG states that there are two parts to the issue. These
are the loss of the resources to society and the health and safety issues associated with
the attractiveness of the resources. The EEG suggests that the first part "is perhaps best
handled by the NEPA process, ''_° and that it may be possible to address the second part
by evaluating "the increased probability of human intrusion that would result from the
presence of known mineral resources and use this in the decision-making process. ,,21

The WIPP Project testimony to the ESAB expressed concern that the restrictions in the
requirements "could be construed to rule out most bedded and domed salt formations for
permanent isolation of radioactive wastes, s/nce such areas frequently contain
hydrocarbons and other useful resources..22 The testimony goes on to point out that
human intrusion scenarios "have been analyzed in the WIPP Final Environmental Impact
Statement (FEIS), the WIPP Safety Analysis Report (SAR), and the analysis of a brine
release from beneath the site as a result of human intrusion (Reference 2). The results

project no significant impact on the public health and safety. ,,23 The WIPP Project
recommended to the ESAB that resources "should be considered in safety and
environmental assessments of a potential site and should be discussed in an Environmental
Impact Statement (ElS) or licensing document, but should not be arbitrarily specified as
part of a standard, regulating releases from nuclear waste repositories. "24

The ESABformed a working group to address the Assurance Requirements. Ina draft
report, made available to the WiPP during an ESAB meeting in July 1983, the working

17Environmental Evaluation Group, 1983a.
,. ..,

1BWIPP Project, 1983.

_9Environmental Evaluation Group, 1983a, p. 6.

2oEnvironmental Evaluation Group, 1983a, p. 6.

2, Environmental Eva!uation Group, 1983a, p. 7.

22WIPP Project, 1983, pp. 2-3.

23WIPP Project, 1983, p. 3.

24WIPP Project, 1983, pp.3-4.

.._n,o 16, 1003 5
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group indicates their thinking regarding the resource disincentive. _ In their report, the
working group recommends that the EPA allow for an analysis to demonstrate "that the
overall safety of the repository would not be jeopardized by the presence of the
resources."2e In their rationale for the modification to the Assurance Requirements, th_
working group acknow!edged that the two concerns still exist (resource denial and
resource attractiveness); however, the mere presence of natural resources should not
automatically cause the site to be eliminated, particularly if other characteristics of the site
are favorable. The group points out that "it may be possible by suitable engineering
techniques to recover the resources without disturbing a nearby repository or to mitigate
the effects of potential human intrusion. The site and engineered barriers should be seen
as a system, and a single weakness in a site should not automatically foreclose use of it, if
t,_e remaining characteristics are highly favorable and can compensate for the
weakness."27 The working _roup recommended the modified language that was
ultimately incorporated int(, tne final rule.

The ESAB had two findings with regard to the natural resources assurance requirement.
These are as follows:

Finding 2 7: "We recommend that EPA not preclude consideration of a potential site
because natural resources are at or near the site, but rather should note that the

presence of such resources is a highly unfavorable factor which should be included
in the site evaluation. "

FindinQ 28: "No site type should be precluded on the basis {)f site characteristics
alone. Consideration of ali factors, including engineered barriers, transportation,
availability of utilities and labor, etc., 1nay lead to different choices amongst
acceptable sites and isolation technologies than those dictated by site
characteristics alone. "_"

In response to these findings, the EPA, for the most part, agreed with the
recommendations. Their rationale isa follows:

Re$oonse {Findings 2 7 and 28}." Because of the inherent uncertainties in the site
selection and evaluation process, and because of the desirability of evaluating a
variety of alternatives to increase the chances of achieving exceptional
environmental protection, the Agency now agrees that automatically precluding a
potential site because of one disadvantage is not desirable. At the same time, the
Agency still believes that proximity to important or unique resources is a serious
problem because of the potential for unplanned human intrusion, since institutional
controls cannot be counted on over these periods of time to prevent such intrusion.
Therefore the Agency has modified the assurance requirement in the final rule to

_ Assurance Requirement Working Group, 1983.

"_ Assurance Requirements Working Group, 1983, p. 7.

" Assurance Requirements Working Group, 1983, p. 8.

_" U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1985b.
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indicate that proximity to resources should be considered a serious disadvantage,
but not an outright prohibition, for site selection. _9

In the preamble to the final rule, the EPA reiterated their logic with regard to the purpose
of the requirement. They state that "this assurance requirement has been revised in the
final rule to identify resource potential as a disincentive but not as an outright prohibition
for site selection."3° The EPA also commented that this assurance requirement wording
"implies a qualitative comparison, because the Agency is not aware of quantitative
formulas comprehensive enough to provide adequate comparisons to govern site
selection."3_ In order to qualify this statement, the EPA points out that ir is not enough
to merely identify a few site features that might be more favorable. Instead, the EPA
expects that sites with resources would be used only "if it is reasonably certain that they
would provide better overall protection than the practical alternatives that are available..32
Thus, this becomes the ultimate test under the resource disincentive requirement (RDR).

lt is important to note at this point that ali quantitative analyses wilt be performed under
other aspects of 40 CFR 191 (i.e., the containment requirements and other provisions of
Subpart B) and not under 40 CFR § 191.14(e). Any comparison of the overall protection
afforded by one site _:othe overall protection of another, for purposes of compliance with
§191.14(e), should be done on a purely qualitative basis. As stated in § 1.1, the resource
disincentive requirement is a preliminary siting criteria. Thus, its primary purpose is to
distinguish between potentially acceptable and potentially unacceptable sites, lt is then
the purpose of the containment requirements, the other assurance requirements, the
individual protection requirements and the groundwater protection requirements to
determine the ultimate acceptability of the site as a disposal system for radioactive
wastes.

2.2 Comments Relative to Resources at th_ WIPP Sit;e

There has been significant discussion regarding the resources that exist beneath and in the
vicinity of the WIPP site. This discussion is presented under four topics in the following
paragraphs. These are (1) site characterization and the preparation of the initial NEPA
documentation of the WIPP site; (2) the development of the DOE resource policy, including
the WIPP Natural Resources Study; (3) the information and conclusions from the Site and
Preliminary Design Validation (SPDV) program; and (4) supplemental NEPA documentation,
including the Final Supplement Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS).

29U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1985b, p. 2-1 6.

3oU.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1985a, p. 38081.

_' U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1985a, p. 38081.

32U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1985a, p. 38081.

kwo !_ lGg_ 7
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2.2.1 Site Characterization and the Preparation of the Environmental Impact Statement

Consideration of the resources at the WIPP site was part of the WIPP program from the
outset. These evaluations date back to 197433 and include evaluations of

potash, _'3s'36caliche, salt, brine, sulfur, uranium, gypsum, 37and
hydrocarbons. 38'3_''° A summary of these results is presented in the Geological
Characterization Report (GCR) for the WIPP site prepared by SNL in 1978. '_ The WIPP
site characterization activity was conducted to collect the information needed to evaluate
the location relative to the site selection criteria established for the WIPP site. (A summary

of the site selection process and the appropriate references for the criteria is included in
Chapter 3.0.) The specific site selection factor, with regard to natural resources is stated
in the GCR as follows:

Natural Resources - Unavoidable conflict of the repository with actual or potential
resources will be minimized to the extent possible. ,2

The GCR presents the following conclusions with regard to the resources at the WIPP site:

Potassium salts and fluid hydrocarbons are the only two resources thought to be
economically significant in the WIPP site area.

If reasonable technologic and economic restraints are considered for extracting,
processing and marketing the resources, then both the amounts and types of
exploitable deposits are greatly reduced. Only potash and natural gas are
considered to be significant in this respect.

Caliche, salt, and gypsum are also present, but the abundance of these minerals
throughout the region leads to the conclusion that land withdrawal for the WIPP will
have little effect on present or future requirements for them.

33New Mexico Bureau of Mines, 1974.

34U.S. Geological Survey, 1978a.

3sU.S. Geological Survey, 1978b.

38U.S. Bureau of Mines, 1977.

37New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources, 1978.

38Sipes, Williamson, and Aycock, 1976.

39G.J. Long and Associates, 1976.

4oPermian Exploration Co., 1976.

"_ Sandia National Laboratories, 1978.

,2 Sandia National Laboratories, 1978, p. 2-20.
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Consideration was also given to the possible presence of uranium in the redbed-
type sediments that overlie the evaporites. The conclusion is that no significant
uranium deposit exists.

Lithium occurs in a brine reservoir within the Castile formation northeast of the
present site and may be present in a similar reservoir to the southwest. However,
care has been taken to avoid such brine reservoirs within the site area.

Consideration was a/so given to the possible existence of metalliferous deposits in
the Precambrian basement under the site. However, the depth (about 18,000 feet
below the ground surface) to Precambrian rocks would preclude mining even if
mineral concentrations were present. 43

The GCR became the principal source for the natural resource evaluation in Section 7.3.7
of the FEiS." The Record of Decision (ROD), which resulted from the FEIS, documents
that the DOE concluded, based on the information available at the time, and based on a
comparison of alternatives, that the "environmental impacts predicted for Alternative 2 are
generally small and the Los Medanos site appears acceptable for long-term disposal of TRU
waste with minimal risk of any release of radioactivity to the environment. There is no
indication that an alternative site for the demonstration would pose reduced risk. "'_

Publication of the FEIS and the ROD stimulated considerable additional discussion with

regard to natural resources. This discussion served the purpose of providing additional
public comment and clarification with regard to the impacts due to resource denial and
resource attractiveness. The DOE's responses to comments on the FEIS were published in
two separate reports. In the first, the DOE responded to five consolidated comments from
four organizations. The most significant of these had to do with the DOE's plans regarding
the outermost WIPP control zone (Control Zone IV), and the potential radiation risks
associated with future mining. These comments and responses follow:

1. Comment:

The New Mexico EEG and the Southwest Research and Information Center

stated that the DOE should clarify the restrictions it plans to place on gas
recovery from Control Zone IV and from deviated drilling beneath the inner
control zones. Furthermore, clarification is needed relative to the possibility
of potash mining at the site. The EEG questioned the DOE confidence that
such activities can be conducted without disturbing the integrity of the site.
The EEG believes they should be party to decisions related to resource
extraction at the site.

'_ Sandia National Laboratories, 1978, pp. 8-20 to 8-21.

" U.S. Department of Energy, 1980.

'_ U.S. Department of Energy, 1981a, p. 9163.
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Response:

The DOE recognizes that the/anguage in the FEiS describing resource
recovery at the WiPP is tentative. Detailed programs for resource recovery
have not yet been formulated. However, to mitigate the adverse impacts of
resource denial at the site, the DOE has committed to the policy of ai/owing
maximum resource recovery at the site consistent with protection of site
integrity. For purposes of environmental impact analyses, the scenarios
discussed in the WIPP waste iso/at/on assessment (FEIS Section 9. 7) bound
the potential consequences of resource extraction at the Los Medanos site in
the long term. These scenario results demonstrate that the consequences of
future events, including resource extraction, are acceptably small The
New Mexico EEG will be involved in future decisions regarding resource
extraction at the Los Medanos site through their review of documented
analyses.

2. Comment:

The New Mexico EEG emphasized the need to quantify, potent/ai radiation
risks of resource extraction at the Los Medanos site. The SI_IC stated _hat

the potash mining at the site may lead to subsidence with water intrusion
into the sa/t.

Response:

For purposes of environmenta/ impact ana/ys/s, the scenarios presented in
the WIPP long-term waste iso/at/on assessment (FEIS Section 9.7) bound the
potent/ai consequences of resource extraction at the Los Medanos site.
These analyses present a consequence rather than a risk assessment; the
assumption is that the probability of occurrence is unity and the event will
occur. The results of these analyses demonstrate that the consequences of
resource extraction beyond the period of institutional control are
insignificant. 4_

In the second report, the EEG raised an additional question regarding the interpretation of
the data in the FEIS. In addition, a new issue surfaced with regard to the loss of revenues
from royalties normally paid to the state of New Mexico. The comments and responses
are reproduced below.

1. Comment:

The EEG stated that the DOE must provide more deta//ed information on the
future contro/ of the m/nera/ hydrocarbon resources at or near the WIPP site.
in addition, the EEG requested that the DOE provide the resu/ts of the hazard
ana/yses that/ed to the conc/us/on that resources at the site can be safely
ex tta c ted.

,8 U.S. Department of Energy, 1981b, pp. 14-16.
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Response:

The DOE recognizes that the FElS /anguage describing resource recovery at
the WIPP site is tentative. Detai/ed programs for resource recovery have not
yet been formulated; however, to mitigate the potential adverse impacts of
resource denial at the site, the DOE has committed to the policy of allowing
maximum resource recovery at the site consistent with the protection of site
integrity. Final plans for resource recovery w/Ii be developed after in-situ
data are acquired through the SPDV program.

For purposes of environmental impact analyses, the postulated breaching
events discussed in the WIPP long-term isolation assessment (FEIS
Section 9.7) bound the potent/ai effects of breaching due to resource
extraction at the Los Medanos site in the long term. This assessment
provides a consequence (rather than risk) assessment; the assumption is
made that the probability of occurrence is unity and the event will occur.
The results of the consequence anatys/s demonstrate that the effects of
future events, including resource extraction beyond the period on
institutional control, are acceptably small.

2. Cqmment:

The EEG challenged the FEIS statement that very little potash exists above
the WIPP (Zone II) itself stating that this assertion conflicts with data
provided in the SAR. Specifically, SAR Figure 2.7-6 (i.e., the general
lithology of the ERDA-9 core) states that the McNutt member of the Salado
Formation at the site "contains potassic rock rich in sylvite, iangbeinite, and
other hydrous minerals. " The EEG also stated the FEIS Figure 9-1 would
suggest that at least one third of Control Zone II contains lease-grade
sylvite.

Response:

As indicated in the FE/S Tab/e 9-19, the sy/vite resources within the WIPP
inner contro/ zones are considered subeconomic by the U.S. Department of
the Interior, Bureau of Mines; significant resources are present but these are
not c/ass/fiab/e as reserves. L/tho/og/ca//y, these deposits are potassic
minera/s, but they do not constitute economic mineral reserves.
According/y, the litho/og/ca/ descriptions given in SAR Figure 2.7-6 are not
inconsistent with the FE/S statements concerning the/ack of sy/v/te reserves
within the inner control zones at the WiPP site. FE/S Figure 9-1 is a
composite map of m/nera//zat/on in various ore zones that include/ease-
grade deposits of both sy/vite and/angbein/te. As indicated in Tab/e 9-19,
there are significant/angbe/n/te reserves within the inner contro/ zones at the
WIPP site.
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3. Comment..:

The New Mexico Commissioner of Pubfic Lands expressed concern that
New Mexico could forego an estimated hydrocarbon royalty reserve of about
$5 million and potash royalty reserve of about $15 million. These losses
could be mitigated by a land exchange _etween the federal government and
the state.

ResPonse:

If current expectations are realized, resource recovery could occur without
affecting the integrity of the WIPP and .royalties would not be lost.
Furthermore, the BLM [Bureau of Land _4anagement] and the state are
currently negotiating an exchange of federal lands for the state lands located
within the site areas. The DOE expect,_ that this exchange will be effected
to the satisfaction of the site. ,7

2.2.2 DOE Resource Policy and the WIPP Natural Resources Study

Preparation of the FEiS caused the DOE to rethink its natural resource policy with regard to
the control and possible denial of extractable minerals at the WIPP site. The DOE
committed to the state of New Mexico to perform a study on the possible effects of
recoveting natural resources present at the WIPP site. 4_ As a basis for conducting this
study, called the Natural Resources Study, 49the DOE issued an interim policy statement
on resource recovery at the WIPP. _° This interim policy reiterated the DOE's commitment
to "maximize the opportunity for resource recovery at the WIPP Site, consistent with the
requirements to isolate the emplaced radioactive wastes from the biosphere. ,.5_ The
interim policy established by the department prohibited resource development in ali control
zones, pending the analysis completion to determine the possible radiation dose
consequences resulting from resource development in Control Zone IV. The DOE
committed to issue a revision to its natural resources policy in accordance with the results
of the Natural Resources Study. The conclusions from this study are as follows:

The conclusion of this study is that activities related to potash and hydrocarbon
resource extraction and solution mining from within (and outside of) Control
Zone IV, using currently available and applicable technology, will not compromise
the integrity of the WIPP waste emplacement facility and increase the likelihood of
a breaching event.

'7 U.S. Department of Energy, 1981c, pp. 9-10.

,a U.S. District Court, 1981.

,9 Westinghouse Electric Corp., 1982a.

5oU.S. Department of Energy, 1981d.

_1U.S. Department of Energy, 1981d.
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Specific conclusions drawn from this study follow:

o The DOE policy for natural resource recovery is only important when considering
communication events that could occur during the time period when this policy is
in effect. After the loss of institutional controls, the types and magnitudes of
events that could occur, such as those analyzed in the SAR, are fundamentally
independent of former resource recovery restrictions at the site. Considering
waste decay and geosphere transport rates, the DOE resource recovery policy
has little influence on the time of waste isolation before a plausible waste-release
event could occur and/or on the radiation dose consequences of such an event.

o The disturbances induced by potash exploration and conventional mining or
solution mining in Control Zone iV are physically too far removed to affect the
integrity of the WIPP facility. Breaching the waste storage area by these
activities is not credible and induced changes in host rock hydraulic conductivity
are not discernible.

o Exploration and production of hydrocarbons from within Control Zone tV likewise
would not affect the waste emplaced in the WIPP facility. The extent of
disturbance induced by production stimulation in the form of hydrofracing or
acidizing is controlled by the specific design and execution of this operation.
Evaluations of what can be considered typical operations, as discussed in this
report, indicate no impact to the integrity of the WIPP facility.

o The communication events, including the types of breaching mechanisms, flow
paths, and driving forces analyzed in the WIPP SAR, are applicable to current
resource extraction technology in Control Zone IV and beneath Control Zones I,
II, and III (for hydrocarbons). The SAR events represent, in fact, the potential
effects of developing resources within the area of the WIPP facility itself, after
institutional controls are lost.

In summary, the DOE could reevaluate its interim policy to prudently allow resource
recovery in Control Zone IV. This is supported by an evaluation of the consequence
analyses for resource extraction, as discussed in this report, and the additional
consideration that any resource recovery operation will be reviewed by the Bureau
of Land Management (BLM) (for surface claims) and the Minerals Management
Service (for underground claims) prior to its implementation. In this fashion, any
planned activities will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis to ensure that the
integrity of the WIPP facility will not be jeopardized. _2

Subsequent to the publication of the Natural Resources Study, the DOE issued a revision
to their policy on resource recovery. In this revision, _3the DOE relinquished any resource
development control over Zone IV. This policy is included as Appendix B. The criterion
that the DOE used in developing this policy is that permanent denial resources should be

_2Westinghouse Electric Corp., 1982, pp. 64-65.

_3U.S. Department of Energy, 1982a.
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limited to those areas in which extraction activities could potentially lead to measurable
effects on the WIPP facilities or whose protection is needed for institutional
considerations. Ali extraction activities that would not lead to measurable effects are

allowable under the policy. _"

Both the EEG and the Governor's Task Force commented on the interim policy, the Natural
Resources Study, and th_ revised interim policy. These comments served to focus the
policy and to clarify issues such as the extent and authority of DOE control of lands
outside the WIPP site boundary. The EEG stated that they were "generally satisfied with
the revised Policy Statement"; however, they requested that they be notified if anyone
seeks to develop resources within one mile of the WIPP site boundary. _5

The governor's office responded with the preparation of a report entitled Natural
R_sources _1;l;hQWa,sl;e Isolation Pil01;Plant (WIPP) Site,. This report was compiled by the
Subcommittee on Natural Resources at the WIPP site, a subcommittee formed by the
Radioactive Waste Consultation Task Force._° The thrust of the state's report was the
assessment of the resources that potentially exist at the WIPP site, and an estimate of the
economic impacts associated with their denial. The summary addressed three issues, ali
of which dealt with resource denial. These were:

1. Exchange of State Trust Lands Within the WIPP Site Boundary for Federal
Lands.

2. Compensation for Loss of Potential Revenues From Stat,_ Trust Lands Within the
WIPP Site Boundary.

3. Compensation for the Loss of Potential Revenues From Withdrawn Federal
Lands. _7

.; \

Finally, natural resource development_'was addressed in the first modification to the C&C
Agreement between the DOE and the_state of New Mexico. _" This modification included
a ban on resource development within _he WIPP site boundary during the construction and
operation of the WIPP facility, and allowed for the development of hydrocarbons beneath
the WIPP site, provided they were accessed from outside the WIPP site boundary and that
entry within the WIPP site boundary occurred below 6,000 feet. In addition, the
agreement requires the DOE to reconsider the resources policy at least one year before
decommissioning to determine necessary changes for long-term control of the site.
Further discussion of the resources policy resulted in a second modification of the C&C
Agreement and the imposition of the policy as it exists today. In this modification, the

_" U.S. Department of Energy, 1982a.

_ Environmental Evaluation Group, 1983b.

_eNew Mexico Energy and .Vlinerals Department, 1984.

_' New Mexico Energy and Minerals Department, 1984, pp. 28-31.

_aU.S. Department of Energy, 1984.
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DOE agreed to the following language:

D. The DOE will not permit subsurface mining, drilling, or resource exploration
unrelated to the WIPP Project on the WIPP site during facility construction,
operation, or after decommissioning. This prohibition also precludes slant
drilling under the site from within or outside the site. _9

2.2.3 Resource Issues Addressed During the SPDV

In 1981, the DOE initiated a program to provide confirmation of the characteristics of the
then-proposed WIPP site. The program included the construction of shafts and tunnels at
the location selected for the facility. Data collected during this investigation, referred to as
the SPDV program, was to be used in making a decision regarding the full construction of
the WIPP facility, s° In a subsequent revision to the program plan, the SPDV was
expanded to include stratigraphic studies in the vicinity of the site with the intent of
issuing basic data reports on drill holes in the vicinity of the s'te. 61 The SPDV activity
was summarized in a report that covered ali site selection activities up to and including the
SPDV. The report, which was prepared by SNL, included a section regarding natural
resources, since natural resources were among the site selection criteria used for
evaluation of the WIPP site. The summary report states the natural resources criterion as
follows:

14. I The site should be located so that losses of natural resources are reduced to
acceptable levels, which shall be determined by the value of the resources
and the alternative sources for these commodities. _2

The conclusion drawn in the summary document is that the WIPP site is qualified with
respect to the criterion on natural resources. The rationale for drawing this conclusion is
stated as follows:

In summary, some potash resources may be denied by present restrictions, but
occurrences of potash and its possible attract/on for future generations does not
present a breach threat to the WIPP. Natural gas resources are not denied by
present restrictions, but their possible presence and the overall geologic setting
makes drilling through the WIPP a more likely occurrence than in a nonsedimentary
geologic setting. Possible drilling breaches of the WIPP confinement integrity have
been analyzed and shown to result in relatively benign consequences, lt is
therefore concluded that the site should not be ruled unacceptable because of
potential resource conflicts; this potential is outweighed and compensated by the

_9U.S. Department of Energy, 1987.

8oWestinghouse Electric Corp., 1980.

_' Westinghouse Electric Corp., 1982b.

62Sandia National Laboratories, 1983, p. 12.
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very favorable hydrologic regime at the WIPP. °J

The DOE published the results of the SPDV in a report inviting th6 public to provide
comments that the DOE would use in making its decision on full WIPP construction. _4
Comments from the public and the state of New Mexico were handled separately by the
DOE. In the volume summarizing the public's comments, the DOE discussed nine
comments and provided responses. _ For the most part, these comments dealt with the
concerns of resource denial and resource attractiveness. In several of the responses, the
DOE reiterated the fact that the decision-making process implemented through the FElS did
satisfy the requirements for evaluating the amounts of resources, the impacts of resource
denial, the attractiveness to future generations, and a comparison of alternatives. The
DOE did commit to working out arrangements with the BLM to assure that the DOE
receives notification of resource development proposals in the vicinity of the WIPP site. °°
In the second volume of comments and responses, the DOE addressed input from the
state of New Mexico. _7 As with the public's comments, the DOE was asked to clarify the
issues of resource denial and resource attractiveness. In addition, the DOE was requested
to comment on the topic of compensation for denied royalties that would normally be
given to the state in the event minerals were mined. The DOE's responses on the first two
topics were consistent with its previous positions, namely that the issues were adequately
considered in the FEIS and were part of the decision-making process. With regard to
resource attractiveness, the DOE pointed out that "studies by both the DOE and the EEG
(U.S. DOE, 1980; Woolfolk, 1982; Channell, 1982) show that future human intrusion in
search of mineral resources will not significantly impact public health and safety. "_"
Regarding resource denial, the DOE defined acceptable levels of loss of natural resources
as "those levels at which the loss is exceeded by the expected benefits of the existence
and operation of the WIPP. The extent of loss of natural resources that would be
expected...isdescribed in the WIPPFEIS. The result of the comparison indicating that the
losses are acceptable was presented by issuance of the ROD to proceed with the W_PP
Project (46 FR 9162). ''°9 Finally, with regard to compensation to the state of New
Mexico for lost revenues from foregoing future mineral production, the DOE responded
that the issue "merits further discussion." Further, the DOE adds that "the State should

recognize that very significant revenues that wilt be received for the engineering,
construction, and operation of the WIPP facility in the state of New Mexico. These will

_ Sandia National Laboratories, 1983, p. 25.

o4U.S. Department of Energy, 1983a.

_ U.S. Department of Energy, 1983b, pp. 3-16 to 3-19.

_ U.S. Department of Energy, 1983b, p. 3-17.

_1U.S. Department of Energy, 1983c, pp. 3-1 7 to 3-19, 6-3,
7-3.

"" U.S. Department of Energy, 1983c, p. 3-81.

6_U.S. Department of Energy, 1983c, p. 3-81.
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likely far surpass the ,,_lneral revenue lost. ",o

The EEG published their own analysis of the results of the SPDV program. '_ In this
report, the EEG devoted a chapter to the natural resources at the WIPP. They considered
the subject very broadly, including the nature and extent of resources, a discussion of
important criteria and standards, the DOE interim resource policy, and the potential effect
of resource remnval. The EEG focused their attention on the resource denial and the
resource attractiveness concerns. In Chapter 2 of their report, _2the EEG concludes for
several reasL_ns that caliche, halite, and gypsum are not of concern with regard to
repository integrity. Likewise, lithium from brines is unlikely to be competitive on the
world market. Even if it were of interest, it is bounded by other resource extraction
scenarios. The EEG concluded that both potash and hydrocarbons represented denied
resources that could be attractive for future development. In Chapter 3 of their report, _3
the EEG addresses the proposed EPA standard (see Section 2.1 above) and the NRC
standards with regard to natural resources. Both agencies consider the presence of
resources to be a potentially adverse condition. The EEG concluded that "the WIPP site
appears to have adverse conditions by virtue of the natural resources, lt was on this basis
that the EEG recommended that the DOE indicate its plans for control of exploration and
recovery of the resources, and analyze the consequences of such exploration and
recovery. '''4 With regard to the DOE interim resource recovery policy, discussed in
Chapter 4 of the EEG's report, the report S'tdteS that "the State intends to negotiate with
BLM to obtain notification from BLM of any applications for mining activity within 1 mile of
the Zone III boundary. Upon notification, EEG plans to evaluate such proposals and
provide appropriate comments, if any, to BLM and DOE, concerning the potential effects
on the repository horizon. '''s The EEG also raised the issue that the DOE did not consider
the production of either halite or lithium as viable resources. Both, according to the EEG,
are "unlikely" to be produced as resources and both are "bounded" by existing analyses. _8
In their Conclusions and Recommendations chapter, the EEG recommended that the mining
of potash in Control Zones I, II, and III be "banned indefinitely" to minimize the possible
future risk to the repository. _7 With regard to natural gas, however, the EEG concluded
that "the removal of natural gas does not present any radiological problems" since natural

,o U.S. Department of Energy, 1983c, p. 7-3.

7, Environmental Evaluation Group, 1983c.

,2 Environmental Evaluation Group, 1983c, pp. 94-107.

,3 Environmental Evaluation Group, 1983c, p. 98-100.

34Enwronmentai Evaluation Group, 1983c, p. 100.

'_ Environmental Evaluation Group, 1983c, p. 101.

76Environmental Evaluation Group, 1983c, p. 103.

'_ Environmental Evaluation Group, 1983c, p. 142.
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gas could be recovered using slant drilling techniques._U

The National Academy of Sciences (NAS) Panel on the WIPP produced a report at the end
of the SPDV program. _s The panel examined the body of information available with
regard to potash and hydrocarbon. They credit the release of Zone IV for resource
development as a major step in eliminating what appeared to be a "major flaw in the case
for site suitability."_° The panel accepted the conclusion in the Natural Resources Study
that the consequences of resource development should not be serious as long as the
exploitation is limited to Zone IV and with the "proviso that each proposal to develop
resources should be carefully examined, with the burden of proof as to its safety, made
the responsibility of the proposer."_' Consequently, the NAS concluded that "the
presence of hydrocarbon and potash resources at the WIPP site is not a seriously adverse
feature .... ,,sz

2.2.4 Natural Resource Considerations in NEPA Documentation Subsequent to the FEIS

Subsequent to the publication of the FEIS, there were three separate occasions where the
DOE addressed the topic of natural resources in NEPA documentation. First, in 1982, the
DOE prepared an environmental analysis to address an ambitious cost reduction program
of the WIPP Project. 83 A part of the analysis included the proposal to release Control
Zone IV for resource exploitation. The basis used in this environmental analysis was the
Natural Resources Study. This environmental analysis formalized the DOE decision-making
process for the release of the resources in Control Zone IV. DOE's NEPA Office reviewed
the proposed actions with regard to cost reductions, including the proposed release of
Control Zone IV and the revised DOE resource recovery policy, lt concluded that the
"proposals would result in no new potential for significant environmental impacts from that
described in the EIS for the WIPP facility as currently designed, and in fact, should result in
an overall decrease in the potential for environmental impacts. "_"

The second NEPA review occurred after the completion of the SPDV and was conducted in
support of the decision to proceed with full facility construction. Public comments were
solicited regarding the results of the SPDV as discussed above. Based on the results and
the comments, the DOE prepared an Action Description Memorandum (ADM) for full

78Environmental Evaluation Group, 1983c, p. 142.

'_ National Academy of Sciences, 1984.

,o National Academy of Sciences, 1984, p. 8.

B1National Academy of Sciences, 1984, p. 11.

_ National Academy of sciences, 1984, p. xii.

,3 U.S. Department of Energy, 1982b.

,4 U.S. Department of Energy, 1982c.
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facility construction. "_ In Section I11of the ADM, the topics of natural resource denial and
natural resource attractiveness were addressed. In both cases, the DOE points out that
the changes since the publication of the FEIS have resulted in no increases in risks or
impacts. The DOE/NEPA office stated after their review of the ADM that "we have
determined, after consultation with the Office of General Council, that there are no
significant new circumstances or information relevant to environmental concerns and
bearing on the proposed action or its impacts, within the meaning of NEPA and the Council
on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations. Additional investigations since issuance of
the WIPP Final EIS, including the SPDV activities, have generally confirmed the
understanding of site characteristics and environmental impacts presented in the Final
ElS... we concur with the proposed decision to proceed with the full WIPP facility
construction based on available information. ,,,B

The topic of natural resources was included in the SEIS. "7 The SEIS examined new
iqformation regarding the facility and provided an opportunity for the DOE to obtain public
comment regarding the implementation of a Test Phase for the WIPP Project. No new
information was presented with regard to natural resources. However, by the time the
SEIS was published, the DOE and the state of New Mexico had agreed to the language in
the second modification to the C&C Agreement whereby the DOE would not allow any
resource development at the WIPP site during construction, operations, or after
decommissioning. 88 In general, the public comment on the SEIS, with regard to
resources, requested further clarification of DOE land management policy, including the
future regulation of resource development. "9 The SEIS did provide an update of the
consequence analysis regarding the impacts of an inadvertent human intrusion into the
repository related to resource development. Under some of the assumptions, the results
exceeded the allowable EPA standard; in other cases, compliance was demonstrated. The
uncertainty associated with these calculations were, in part, instrumental in the DOE's
decision to proceed with the Test Phase as a means of addressing the uncertainty. An
additional SEIS will be performed, prior to the initiation of the Disposal Phase, to evaluate
the effects of intrusion into the repository motivated by resource development. If the
impacts exceed the applicable environmental standards, alternative approaches to disposal
(such as waste processing) will be evaluated.

2.3 Summary

The development of the RDR has involved a significant amount of discussion and thought,
both scientific and nonscientific. The final version of the requirement does not
automatically eliminate any sites that may contain resources. Instead, it provides the
implementing agency with the opportunity ta demonstrate that the favorable conditions of

"_ U.S. Department of Energy, 1983d. "

"" U.S. Department of Energy, 1983e.

"_ U.S. Department of Energy, 1990a.

"" U.S. Department of Energy, 1990a, p. 7-3.

,9 U.S. Department of Energy, 1990a, Vol. 3, pp. 193-195.
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tile site outweigh the potential increaseo risk associated with using the site. This
0emonstratlon involves a qualitative com0arison of the risks associated with the site and
the alternatives to using the site.

Concern for both resource denial and resource attractiveness has been evident in the
technical and decision-making documents that the DOE has prepared for the WIPP _;ite on
the topic of natural resources. These documents have undergone a significant amo_unt of
public scrutiny, which served to focus the issues of resources. Two basic concern_ have
emerged: resource denial and resource attractiveness. The DOE's policy with regard to
resource denial has been evolutionary, to the extent that initial restrictions have proven to
be unnecessary, based on analysis in the Natural Resources Study. Consequently, the
DOE has reduced the amount of denied resources significantly since the publication of the
FEIS. With regard to resource attractivenoss, the DOE has performed analyses to assess
the impacts of unintentional disruption of the WIPP facility as the result of resource
develol3ment. As the DOE's understanding of the facility, the surrounding geological and
hydrological systems, and the waste has increased, the need for additional information has
increased, and is to be addressed during the Test Phase. The DOE has obtained control
over the surface and subsurface above 6,000 feet by successfully eliminating ali mineral
leases that could potentially lead to problems with the long-term isolation capability of the
facility. In addition, the Congress has recently permanently withdrawn the land for the
operation of the WIPP.

The following chapters discuss the qualitative comparison that was performed in the
FEiS_ prepared for the WIPP. Key to this comparison was the evaluation of the societal
imoacts of resource denial and the increased risks associated with the potential for human
intrusion. Furthermore, the latter consideration is the subject of an ongoing assessment
being prepared for the WIPP facility. Updates to the analysis in the FEIS were published in
the SEIS. _ In addition, SNLhasthe resl_onsibility to complete the performance
assessment required under other parts of 40 CFR 191. These performance assessments
consider the risks associated with a human intrusion motivated by resource exploitation. 92

lt is important to note that the WIPP site was selecteO before the Assurance Requirements
were issued in either proposed or final form. Consequently, it is not possible to

: reconstruct a compliance approach that is directed specifically at the EPA's standards.
Instead, it is the purpose of the following sections to demonstrate that the extent to which
the DOE considered resources was sufficient and that the intent of these requirements has
been met. Furthermore, thedecisioo to use the WIPP facility as a final disposal facility has
not been made and will not be macle until the DOE can demonstrate that even with
increased risks associated with resource attractiveness, the site can meet the
environmental protection requirements _n 40 CFR 191.

'_ U.S. Department of Energy, 1980.

_" U.S. Department of Energy, 1990a.

_ Sandia National Laboratories, 1990a.
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3.0 THE WIPP PROJECT
....

3.1 Location

The WIPP facility is located in Eddy County, New Mexico, 26 miles east of Carlsbad
(Figure 1). The WIPP site boundary encompasses 16 square miles (10,240 acres) located
in an area known as the Los Medanos (the dunes), lt consists of Sections 15-22 and 27-
34 of Township 22 South, Range 31 East. _3 The area originally withdrawn for the WIPP
facility covered 18,960 acres and was organized into four control zones (Figure 2). _ The
control zones were established so that the containment integrity of the salt beds used for
disposal could be protected from mining and resource exploitation activities. 95 In 1982, a
decision was made by the DOE to release control of the outermost control zone,
effectively reducing the WIPP site boundary to the configuration in Figure 3. 9a As the
result of an agreement with the state of New Mexico, 97resource exploitation that could
be harmful to the WIPP facility is not allowed within the 10,240 acres that lie within the
WIPP site boundary.

3.2 WIPP Mi_ion

Public Law 96-1 64 defines the WIPP mission as "a defense activity...for the express
purpose of providing a research and development facility to demonstrate the safe disposal
of radioact/ve wastes resulting from the defense activities and programs of the United
States exempted from regulation by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. ''9" The DOE is
responsible for ali aspects of the WIPP Project.

3.3 Overview of the WIPP Project

From 1973 to 1975 a site selection program was conducted to locate a site, within the
Carlsbad area of eastern New Mexico, that would be suitable for a radioactive waste
repository. During this period, there were no federal regulations that established criteria
for selecting a radioactive waste repository site, but there were informal
criteria. ';9'°°''°_ These informal criteria were used to evaluate several candidate sites.

93U.S. Department of Interior, 1991.

9, U.S. Department of Energy, 1980, p. 8-4.

"_ Oak Ridge Nationa, Laboratory, 1973a.

98U.S. Department of Energy, 1982c.

91U.S. Department of Energy, 1987.

"" U.S. Congress, 1979.

_9Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 1973a.

'{_ Sandia National Laboratories, 1978.
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The Los Medanos site was selected for the WIPP Project. Appendix D of the FEIS
summarizes the site selection criteria that were specifically applied to the selection of the
location of the WIPP facility. These are included in this report as Appendix C._°2

Upon selection of the Los Medanos site, a site characterization program was initiated. _°3
Extensive studies (geophysical surveys, borehole corings, etc.) were conducted to verify
that the site was as adequate as the criteria indicated. At the same time, in accordance
with the NEPA, aspects of how the WIPP would impact the environment were evaluated.
The results of these studies are summarized in the WIPP FEIS, a two-volume document
issued in 1980. TM

In 1981, the DOE decided to proceed with the WIPP Project, as authorized, at the
Los Medanos site. _°_ With this decision, mining at the WIPP facility commenced and the
SPDV program was initiated. TM The SPDV proaram provided additional proof of the
favorable characteristics of the site as a mined geological repository. _°7

On June 28, 1983, the DOE rendered the decision to proceed with full construction of the
WIPP facility. '°8 As construction proceeded, the DOE continued to evaluate the
geotechnicai and hydrological characteristics of the site. In 1988, the impact of the
human intrusion scenario on the site was reevaluated by SNL based on new information
regarding the transmissivity of fluids in the Rustler Formation, the expected quantities of
brine that could collect in the repository before closure, and the gas permeability of the in-
situ salt. Based on this new information, and uncertainties surrounding the selection of
model parameters for numerically evaluating the long-term performance of the repository,
the DOE decided to initiate a Test Phase for the WIPP. The Test Phase was to provide an
opportunity for the DOE to evaluate certain waste characteristics under controlled
experimental conditions. '°9'_'°'_'_._2The NEPA documentation for the Test Phase

lo1(...continued)
,o, U.S. Department of Energy, 1980.

,o2U.S. Department of Energy, 1980, Volume 2, Appendix D,
pp. D-1 to D-10.

_o3Sandia National Laboratories, 1978.

_o,U.S. Department of Energy, 1980.

'°_ U.S. Department of Energy, 1981a.

1_,BWestinghouse Electric Corp. 1980.

lo, Sandia National Laboratories, 1983.

1o,U.S. Department of Energy, 1983e.

_o9U.S. Department of Energy, 1990b.

1,oSandia National Laboratories, 1990b.
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was completed in 1990. ''3 The DOE currently expects to begin the Test Phase
experiments in the last quarter of 1993.

'_l(...continued)
,11Sandia National Laboratories, 1990c.

1_2Sandia National Laboratories, 1990d.

1,3U.S. Department of Energy, 1990a.
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4.0 WIPP SITE SELECTION AND NATURAL RESOURCES

4.1 Summary of Sit_ Selecl;ion Activities

As stated in §2.1, the ultimate test for site suitability under the resource disincentive
requirement is t._ _t sites with resources present would be used only "if it is reasonably
certain that they would provide better overall protection than the practical alternatives that
are available".'_4 This section sets forth the site selection process for the WIPP and how
that process complied with the resource disincentive requirement.

As will be discussed, the WIPP site selection process consisted of four distinct stages. An
important aspect to keep in mind when going through this process is the comparison to
practical alternatives requirements mentioned in the standard, lt will be shown that at
each stage of the site selection process practical alternatives were analyzed, and with the
elimination of the various alternatives, the Los Medanos site in southeastern New Mexico
was ultimately selected as the most favorable site of ali of the practical alternatives.

4.1.1 General Description of the Site Selection Process Used to Select the WIPP Facility
Location

A deductive-reasoning process was used to select the WIPP site. This process has been
described as four distinct stages. ''s The following is a summary of the process.

STAGE 1: In stage 1, a geologic media, which in this case is salt, was selected and
geographic regions that contain this media were identified. This was accomplished by
gathering and evaluating existing information concerning rock types and geographic
availability. A set of desirable criteria was established and a list of the most favorable
regions was developed.

STAGE 2: In stage 2, a careful study of the literature relevant to stage 1 was performed
to narrow down the number of regions identified in stage 1. Once a region was selected,
candidate sites within the region were chosen. Selection criteria were used to compare
the sites. Those sites which satisfied the most criteria were selected for further

evaluation. Typically, resource conflict considerations are applied ona broad scale at this
stage of site selection.

STAGE 3: In stage 3, the candidate sites identified in stage 2 undergo further
investigations which cover geology, hydrology, archaeology, historical surveys,
demography, and biology. The results of ali the site evaluations were compared, and the
site that best met the selection criteria (the Los Medanos site) was selected for Site
Characterization. At this stage, the type and amount of resources were considered in
detail.

,1, U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1985a, p. 38081.

1,_U.S. Department of Energy, 1980, p. 2-7.
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STAGE 4: In stage 4, a detailed full system analysis was performed. Full-system refers to
the specific geologic environment, the waste forms, the plant design, and the potential
failure modes in respect to radiation safety and environmental impacts.

Typically, the results of ali of the studies performed to select and characterize the site are
summarized in an EIS prepared in accordance with the NEPA. The EIS was made available
to ali interested parties. Public comments were incorporated into the decision that
determines whether or not to proceed with the project, as defined, at the location
selected.

4.1.2 Selection of Salt as a Disposal Media

The rationale for preferring salt as the disposal medium for nuclear waste, in general, and
for the WIPP facility, specifically, resulted from two decades of repository program
activities. In 1955, the NAS National Research Council (NAS-NRC) was asked by the AEC
to examine the issue of permanent disposal of radioactive waste. In a report published in
1957, _18the committee stated that it was "convinced that radioactive waste can be
disposed of safely" and concluded that "the most promising method of disposal of high
level waste at the present time seems to be in salt deposits. ",17

Salt was determined to be the most promising disposal medium because of its unique
thermal and physical properties. Salt has a relatively high thermal conductivity, which
serves to rapidly conduct heat away from waste. Salt has favorable plastic, or creep,
properties which permit sizeable strains to be absorbed without fractures. 11" The
existence of large salt deposits demonstrates isolation from circulating groundwaters for
long periods of geologic time. The depositional nature and preservation of large salt
deposits demonstrate regional stability for long periods of geologic time.

From 1957 to 1961, the AEC sponsored research at the ORNL on the suitability of salt as
a disposal medium for defense generated radioactive waste. _9 In 1962, the USGS
completed a study that summarized rock salt deposits in the United States as possible
storage sites for radioactive waste. 32°

In 1963, an existing salt mine in Lyons, Kansas, was selected for further study. The
ORNL began a large-scale field program known as Project Salt Vault. Simulated wastes
(irradiated fuel elements), supplemented by electric heaters, were placed in the mine for
observation.

,_8National Academy of Sciences, 1957.

,,7 National Academy of Sciences, 1957, pp. 3-4.

_18Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 1973a, p. 3.

,,9 U.S. Department of Energy, 1980, p. 2-6.

_2oU.S. Geological Survey, 1962.
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Conclusions made from the studies that took place from 1963 to 1970 were favorable
and, in 1970, the Lyons site was selected by the AEC as a potential location for a
radioactive waste repository. The NAS endorsed this recommendation. However,
subsequent studies identified some technical problems and, in 1972, the integrity of the
site was judged to be unacceptable. There were too many drill holes in the area that could
not be positively located, and solution mining, which was taking place nearby, was
experiencing unexplainable water losses. _2_

Table 4-1 provides a comparison of the geologic media considered for the WIPP. '2_ As
stated in the FEIS, "salt is the best understood of ali candidate geologic media with
respect to its possible use as a waste-repository medium, and it offers advantages in
thermal properties and plasticity, lt is found in many places in the United States. ,,_23
Therefore, of the disposal media considered for the WIPP site (limestone, shale, and salt),
salt was selected the best of the practical alternatives.

4.1.3 Selection of Eastern New Mexico

The WIPP site selection process began in 1973, wh{r_ the AEC, ORNL, and the USGS
began seeking a repository site to replace the site abandoned in Lyons, Kansas. A
nationwide survey was conducted to locate a region that contained a salt deposit suitable
for use as a repository. _24'_2_'_6'_27'_2"'_2"'_3°

Of the areas in the United States underlain with bedded salt, the Salina Basin in portions of
New York, Pennsylvania, West.Virginia, Ohio, Michigan, and southern Ontario, and the
Permian Basin including parts of Kansas, Oklahoma, Texas, Colorado, and New Mexico,
were considered for further study under the waste management program. TM The
Permian Basin was eventually selected over the Salina Basin. The reason for this was

'2' U.S. Department of Energy, 1980,p. 2-7.

,22U. S. Department of Energy, 1980, p. A-4.

,23U. S. Department of Energy, 1980, p. A-5.

,_4U.S. Geological Survey, 1962.

,2_U.S. Geological Survey, 1973a.

,2_U.S. Geological Survey, 1973b.

1_7U.S. Geological Survey, 1973c.

,2. U.S. Geological Survey, 1973d.

,29U.S. Geological Survey, 1973e.

,30U.S. Geological Survey, 1974a.

_3,U. S. Department of Energy, 1980, p. 3-9.
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because potential areas in the Salina Basin were "much more densely populated, the land
is more intensively used, and the complex hydrologic characteristics are likely to be much
more difficult to define and evaluate."'_2 Thus of the alternatives in bedded salt, the
Permian Basin was determined to the best of the practical alternatives.

The most promising region identified within the Permian Basin was located in the Delaware
Basin of eastern New Mexico. This region was selected because the salt is shallow and
flat. Although the Delaware Basin is a known oil and gas producer, the eastern
New Mexico area is not very productive, and has not been subjected to a lot of
drilling. _3 Selection of this area of the Delaware Basin was consistent with the criterion
of avoiding locations in known oil and gas production trends. Thus, of the alternatives in
the Permian Basin, eastern New Mexico was considered to the best of the practical
alternatives.

4.1.4 Selection of the Carlsbad Area

An extensive literature study was performed to locate an area in eastern New Mexico for
further evaluation. Three areas in eastern New Mexico were chosen for further study:
(1) the Carisbad area; TM (2) the Clovis-Portales area; _3_and (3) the Mescalero Plains of
Chaves County. ,3a

The Clovis-Portales area was disqualified because the salt being studied was too shallow
and clayey. The Mescalero Plains area was disqualified because of excessive resource
development (oil production) in the area. The Carlsbad area, in the northern portion of the
Delaware Basin, was ultimately selected as the best of the practical alternatives. _37

4.1.5 Selection of the Los Medanos Site

Site selection efforts within the Carlsbad area were initiated in 1972 by ORNL, the USGS,
and the AEC. A plan issued by ORNL, in October of 1973, '38states that resource-high
areas should be avoided. Specifically, the plan states:

Significant quantities of potash ore and extensive deposits of oil and gas occur in
selected Iocafities of southeastern New Mexico. To preclude conflicts of interest in
the economic development of the region, the rocks underlying the study area should

_32U. S. Department of Energy, 1980, p. 3-10.

,33U.S. Department of Energy, 1980, p. 2-10.

,34U.S. Geological Survey, 1972.

'_ U.S. Geological Survey, 1974b.

,38U.S. Geological Survey, 1974c.

,37U.S. Department of Energy, 1980, p. 2-10.

,_8Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 1973b.
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h.

preferably have a low potential for oil and gas development and should not
contain extensive high-grade potash ores. ;39

Appendix D of the WIPP FEIS _4°lists the criteria used to select the Los Medanos site, and
explains how well the WIPP site fares against these criteria (see Appendix C of this paper).
These criteria evolved through the selection and abandonment of a Project Salt Vault in
Lyons, Kansas.

The first site selected for characterization within the Carlsbad area (ORNL site) had to be
abandoned, lt was centered on Sections 10 and 1 1 of Township 22 South, Range 31
East. Characterization studies showed that (1) rock strata were much shallower than
expected; (2) beds showed severe distortion; (3) structural dips were as high as 75
degrees; (4) the site contained leasable grades of potash (AEC Nos. 7 and 8); and (5) a
pocket of pressurized brine was encountered at a depth of 2,710 feet within the Castile
Anhydrite. _4_,142

lt was determined that the site was located too close to the Capitan Reef. Structural
influence by the reef caused the actual geologic character to vary from the predicted
geologic behavior. _'3 Extensive drilling would have been required to thoroughly
document the structure of the site, which is contrary to the principle of minimizing the
number of holes drilled into the repository.

In late 1975, the USGS and the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA)
went back to stage 2 of the site selection process, and began looking for an alternative
location within the Carlsbad Area of the Delaware Basin. Site selection criteria and

characterization factors were revised to include knowledge gained from several
studies. _44'1's'_'_'_'7'_'"'148These revised criteria are referred to as stage 2 siting

,39Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 1973a, p. 3.

,4oU.S. Department of Energy, 1980, Vol. 2, Appendix D.

'" U.S. Department of Energy, 1980, p. 2-10.

,42Sandia National Laboratories, 1978.

,43U.S. Geological Survey, 1973d.

,44Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 1974a.

_4_U.S. Geological Survey, 1973b.

,,8 Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 1973c.

_4'U.S. Geological Survey, 1975.
,; .t

,48Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 1974b.

,48Sandia National Laboratories, 1978, p. 2-1 1.
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criteria. 1_° The following is an abbreviated listing of the most restrictive stage 2 siting
criteria: 1_1.1s2

1. Avoid areas that are within one mile of any borehole that extends through the
Ochoan evaporites and into the Delaware or deeper formations. (This
automatically assures that a site will not be located over an existing oil or gas
field.)

2. Salt of high purity at a depth between 1,000 and 3,000 feet.

3. Avoidance of areas where dissolution had advanced to the top of the Salado or
deeper levels, by establishing a distance of one mile or more from dissolution
fronts at the top of the Salado.

4. Avoidance of possible salt deformation in a belt six miles wide basin-ward from
the Capitan Reef.

5. Avoidance of pronounced known anticlinal structures.

6. Avoidance of known oil and gas trends.

7. Avoidance of the known potash enclave above the repository and minimize
conflict with the known enclave in the buffer zone.

Only two of the proposed alternatives withstood the stage 2 siting criteria. Alternative I,
the Los Medanos site, was selected as the preferred location because seismic data
indicated that the site was in a syncline, making the accumulation of oil, gas, and
geopressurized brines less favorable. Alternative II was located adjacent to shallow oil
fields where water flooding for secondary recovery was a possibility.'_3

Selection of the Los Medanos site did not prove that the "perfect" site had been selected.
The selection criteria used, however, was sufficient to establish that the site selected was

adequate, safe, and acceptable. TM An effort was made to avoid resource-rich areas.
This goal could not be completely satisfied by the Los Medanos site. Thus the Los
Medanos site was selected as the best of the practical alternatives for the location of a
waste repository.

,5oSandia National Laboratories, 1978, p. 2-22.

'_ Sandia National Laboratories, 1978, pp. 2-21 and 2-22.

,52Sandia National Laboratories, 1977.

,53Sandia National Laboratories, 1978, pp. 2-22 and 2-23.

,54Sandia National Laboratories, 1978, p. 2-1 5.
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The site contains potential economic quantities of both potash ..,ld hydrocarbons. _
These resources will be discussed subsequently.

4.2 Resources at the WIPP Sil;e

The language in the EPA's resource disincentive defines resources _58that are of interest
to include "minerals, petroleum or natural gas, valuable geologic formations, and ground
waters that are either irreplaceable because there is no reasonable alternative source of
drinking water available for substantial populations or that are vital to the preservation of
unique and sensitive ecosystems. '''sT Accordingly, the following discussion centers on
the specific resources defined in the standard. This includes a discussion of hydrocarbon
resources, which include oil, gas, and distillate; minerals, which include potash, halite, and
construction materials such as sand, gravel, and caliche; and groundwater.

4.2.1 Hydrocarbons

The New Mexico Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources (NMBM&MR) conducted a
hydrocarbon resource study in southeastern New Mexico under contract to the ORNL. 1_8
The NMBM&MR study was based on the known reserves _9 of crude oil and natural gas
in the region and on the probability of discovering new reserves. A fundamental
assumption of this study was that the WIPP area has the same potential for resources as
the much larger region. The estimates do not take into account the economic value or the
recoverability of the hydrocarbons. The NMBM&MR estimated that each section (640
acres) could contain 1.266 million barrels of oil, 16.544 billion cubic feet of gas, and
0.193 million barrels of distillate. '8° The SNL hired a consulting firm to prepare an
estimate of the hydrocarbon reserves (economically producible resources) within the
area. TM Since there were no resource wells within the inner three control zones at the
WIPP site, the study relied on information gained from nearby exploration. The study was
updated just prior to the publication of the draft EIS for the WIPP. Based on the updated
study, the reserve estimates in Table 4-1 were projected. _82

'_ U.S. Department of Energy, 1980, p. 8-8.

,se The term "resources" means concentrations of materials in a form that makes their
extraction currently or potentially feasible.

_57U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1985a, p. 38086.

_s8New Mexico Bureau of Mines, 1974.

,_9 The term "reserves" applies to resources that can be extracted profitably by
existing techniques and under present economic conditions.

_8oU.S. Department of Energy, 1980, pp. 7-68 to 7-70.

_61Sipes, Williamson, and Aycock, 1976.

162Sipes, Williamson, and Associates, 1979.
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In order to gain control over the development of hydrocarbons within the WIPP site area,
the DOE acquired the oil and gas leases within ali the WIPP control zones. These
acquisitions were necessary to keep the salt beds intact.'u3 The only leases that are still
intact are in Section 31. These leases only allow the production of resources by entry
below 6,000 feet. The upper 6,000 feet of the leases were taken by the DOE through
condemnation in 1979. This action was consistent with the developing policy on resource
recovery. TM Current policy would not allow any resource development inside the WIPP
site boundary. _B_Table 4-2 puts the resources and the reserves into perspective. This
table has been modified from Table 9-14 in the FEIS1"°to include the differentiation
between the resources in the inner three control zones and those in Control Zone IV.

4.2.2 Mineral Resources

A comprehensive discussion of the nonhydrocarbon mineral resources affected by the
WIPP site is included in the FEIS'_7 and is based on information gathered for the
GCR. _" The conclusion in these documents is that the principal mineral resources that
underlie the WIPP facility are caliche, gypsum, salt, lithium from brines, sylvite, and
langbeinite. Potassium salts (sylvite and langbeinite), which occur in strata ahove the
repository, are the only mineral resources of practical significance and are considered to be
economically extractable (that is, reserves). '_9'_7°

When the Los Medanos site was initially screened for the WIPP Project, it was thought
that the facility was positioned outside of the Known Carlsbad Potash District, and would
therefore have a minimal impact on potash resources. _71 Information from studies

,o_U.S. Department of Energy, 1980, pp. 8-8 to 8-10.

,,4 U.S. Department of Energy, 1982a.

'_ U.S. Department of Energy, 1987.

'°_ U.S. Department of Energy, 1980, p. 9-19.

,_7U.S. Department of Energy, 1980, Chapters 7, 8, and 9.

'_" Sandia National Laboratories, 1978.

,89U.S. Department of Energy, 1980, p. 9-18.

,7oEnvironmental Evaluation Group, 1983, pp. 95-98.

,7, U.S. Department of Energy, 1980, p. 2-1 5.
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conducted after site selection :72''73'17"has caused an enlargement of the Known
Carisbad Potash District to include most of the Los Medanos site. :75

Table 4-3 illustrates the significance of the amount of potash mineral resources that
cannot be mined or extracted because of the WIPP site. The mineral of greatest interest is

langbeinite, which is used to manufacture a fertilizer. Denying the exploitation of
langbeinite resources on the WIPP site does impact regional and national resources.
Langbeinite is a relatively rare evaporite mineral that is found in commercial quantities
only in the Carlsbad area and in eastern Europe. lt contains soluble potassium,
magnesium, and sulfur. 1'_

The chief importance of langbeinite is as a fertilizer, lt is desirable for soils which require
soluble potassium, magnesium, and sulfur, but which cannot tolerate chlorine. The
principle beneficial ingredient is potassium sulfate. Some tangbeinite is sold as a refined
mineral but some is mixed with sylvite to produce potassium sulfate. '77

Substitutes for the principal beneficial ingredient of langbeinite (potassium sulfate) are
available. Some langbeinite produced from Carlsbad is transformed into potassium sulfate
by a base-exchange process between langbeinite and sylvite. Potassium sulfate can also
be produced by a reaction between sylvite and sulfuric acid. Potassium sulfate is present
in the brine water of the Great Salt Lake, Utah, and is now being exploited
commercially. _78

The supply of langbeinite in the Carlsbad potash area is exhaustible, lt is projected that
langbeinite operations will last another 28 years if reserves are considered, and 46 years if
resources are considered. The WIPP Project originally excluded the mining or extraction of
resources from 18,960 acres. In 1982, the DOE issued a revised Interim Policy Statement
on Resource Recovery at the WIPP Stte. ''9 This policy states that "the extraction of
potash outside Control Zone Iil is allowable."

,72U.S. Geological Survey, 1978a.

1,3U.S. Bureau of Mines, 1977.

,7, Agricultural and Industrial Minerals, 1978.

"_ U.S. Department of Energy, 1980, p. 2-1 5.

17BU.S. Department of Energy, 1980, p. 9-21.

,n U.S. Department of Energy, p. 9-24.

17oU.S. Department of Energy, 1980, pp. 9-14 to 9-25.

,,9 U.S. Department of Energy, 1982a.
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4.2.3 Groundwater

Groundwater in the area of the WIPP site has been studied extensively and the results of
the studies have been summarized both in the WIPP FEIS '"° and the WIPP Final Safety
Analysis Report (FSAR). 1"' The following are the principal tasks that were conducted to
evaluate the groundwater in the vicinity of the WIPP:

A review of available data and literature resulting from potash, oil and gas, and
Pecos River investigations was conducted.

Hydrologic testing was performed in 52 exploration holes.

Extensive field testing programs were conducted, including drill stem tests, flow
tests, pump tests, and packer tests.

Water samples from specific rock units have been laboratory tested for physical and
chemical parameters.

The studies that were performed confirmed that groundwater exists both above and below
the facility horizon. Below the facility horizon, groundwater is found in the Bell Canyon
Formation. This groundwater is of very poor quality and, for the most part, can be
considered a brine. _82 Groundwater above the facility horizon is found only in limited
quantities, and is usually of such poor quality that it is not usable. '83'1_'185

At some locations, the water is of marginal quality and is used for watering livestock. The
"Barn Weil" (located 5.5 miles south-southeast of the WIPP site) supplies drinking water to
a local ranch from the Dewey Lake Red Beds Formation. 186

The WIPP does not impact any irreplaceable groundwater as defined by 40 CFR 191.14(e),
which states that groundwaters are either irreplaceable because (1) "no reasonable
alternative source of drinking water is available for substantial populations"; or (2) it is
"vital to the preservation of a unique and sensitive ecosystem." 18, No substantial
population is affected by the WIPP site, and alternative supplies of drinking water are

18oU.S. Department of Energy, 1980, Section 7.4.

,81Westinghouse Electric Corp. 1990.

,82Sandia National Laboratories 1978, p. 6-29.

la3Westinghouse Electric Corp. 1987.

1_ Westinghouse Elect_'ic Corp. 1986.

18_Westinghouse Electric Corp. 1988.

,86Westinghouse Electric Corp. ! 988.

187U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1985, p. 38086.
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available from the wells 30 miles north of the WIPP site which are completed in the

Ogallala Formation. 'a"

4.3 WIPP Ecosystems

The terrestrial ecc!ogy of the WIPP site is characteristic of areas where rainfall is the
limiting factor for vegetation. The area lies within a transition zone between the
Chihuahuan Desert and the southern Great Plains. As a result, the area shares the floral
ch_:_cteristics of both areas. There are no endangered plant species know,', to occur
within the WIPP site area. _89 Thirty-nine species of mammals have been observed in the
area. None are on the threatened or endangered species list. _° A total of 122 birds
have been observed. None are on the endangered species list. _91

With regard to the impacts on the ecological resources, the FEIS points out fl-,at the
ecosystems found at the WIPP are not unique. No endangered species of plants or
animals are known to inhabit the WIPP site or the vicinity of the site. The area contains

vegetation and soil t,,pes that are common throughout the regIon. No unique species or
populations have ever been identified at the site. 'D_

188Westinghouse Electric Corp., 1990, p. 2.5-1.

t.9 U.S. Department of Energy, 1980, pp. 7-3 to 7-7.

_ U.S. Departmee'.t of Energy, 1980, p. 7-7.

,9_U.S. Department of Energy, 1980, p. 7-8.

"; U.S. Department of Energy, 1980, pp. 9-14 to 9-15.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

In 1981, the DOE decided that the available data, as summarized in the FEIS, _3
supported a decision to proceed with the WIPP project through facility construction. As
documented by this paper, the informatien that the DOE used to make this decision
evolved from site selection and site characterization activities, which included resource
considerations in compliance with the resource disincentive requirements.

During the site selection process, the Los Medanos site was compared against several
other candidate sites. An established list of selection criteria (which included resource
considerations) was used to compare candidate sites, and the Los Medanos site best met
the selection criteria. Based on the favorable characteristics of the Los Medanos site

(good hydrological characteristics, salt medium, moderate depth, salt thickness, low
population density, lack of significant economic conflicts, and others), _9' the decision
was made to proceed with full construction and operation for the Test Phase. These
favorable characteristics more than compensate for the possibility that the site will be
disturbed in the future because of the presence of natural resources. The decision for full
operations as a permanent disposal facility will be rendered only if the EPA guidelines for
radioactive waste isolation are met.

In conclL,_ion, the preliminary site selection intent c_ the RDR in 40 CFR 191(e) has been
met f(_( the _,vlPP facility. Resource conflicts were given adequate consideration, including
extr_nsive public comment. The conclusion is that the favorable characteristics of the site
uniquely qualify it for a repository for defense TRU waste. These characteristics more
than compensate for the likelihood of a future disturbance.

,93U.S. Department of Energy, 1980.

_9,Sandia National Laboratories, 1983.
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Table 4-2. Hydrocarbon Reserves and Resources at the WIPP Site

,., ,
.,, ., ,. .......

Condensate (bbll Gas 110' ft:)

, , i.. i ii i i" i , | ,r iii .,-. i

Proved but undeveloped 0 81.758 81.758 0 11,610 11.610
relll_BI

i

Proboble resents 11.640 9.822 21.462 9,050 10.094 19.144
_.,i iJ ,i

Possible reserves 14.169 1.135 15.304 12,002 1.866 13,868
.... • , , i

• .,

Total reserves 25.809 92,715 118,524 21.052 23.570 44,622
..,, , ,

ii ,,| u, i

Unaal_Ined reserves 272,319 39,352
and resoun:os

Grand total 390.843 83.974
,.,

Source: U.S. Department of Energy, 1980, p. 7-74.
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Table 4-3. Summary of the Impacts of Hydrocarbon Resource Denial

RESOURCES

DEPOSIT SITE REGION ! WORLDTOTAL UNITED STATES

Natural Ga= (bill. ft:) 490 25.O13 855,OO0 N/A
_,,, ,, ,,..,

Control Zone= I-III 211 0.8 % 0.025 %

Control Zone IV 279 1.1% 0.033 %

Diet(liar= (mill. barrels) 5.72 293 N/A N/A
, ,,

Control Zone= i-III 2.46 0.84%
, ... .,,, ,,,.

Control Zone IV 3.26 1.11%
. ,. ,,

,=

Crude Oil (mill. barrelsl 37,5 1915 200,0OO NIA

Control Zone= I-III 16.12 0.84% 0.008 %
,,

Control Zone= IV 21.38 1.1 2% 0.0006%
, ,= ..

RESERVES
,...,,,

.., ......
!

DEPOSIT I SITE REGION WORLD

I TOTAL UNITED STATES
,,.

Natural Gee (bill. ft. =) 44.62 3865 208,8OO 2,520,000
,,

Control Zone= I-III 21.05 0.54% 0.O1 % 0,0008%
, |

Controt Zone IV 23.57 0.61% 0.011 % 0,0009%

Diet(liar= (mill. barrels) 0.12 169.1 35,500 N/A

Control Zone= Fill 0.03 0.02% 0.00008%
,,,

Control Zone IV 0.09 0.06% 0.00024%

Crude Oil 471.7 29,486 646,000
.,=

Source' Based on U.S. Del_artment of Energy, 1980, p. 9-19 and 9-28.
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Table 4-4. Summary of Potash Resources at the WIPP Site

RESOURCES

, ",,,,
I

DEPOSIT SITE REGION i WORLD
TOTAL UNITED STATES !

,,,,.I ,

S¥1vite (mill. tone orel 133.2 4260 8550 850.000

Control Zone= Fill 39.1 0.92% 0.46% 0.0046%

Control Zone IV 94.1 2.21% 1.10% 0,01%
,,

Lengbeinita (mill. ton= orel 351,0 1140 N/A N/A

control Zoned Fill 121.9 10.7 %
., ,.=

Control Zone IV 229.1 20.1%
,,,.,

RESERVES

,, , ,

DEPOSIT SITE REGION WORLD
TOTAL UNITED STATES

, '_ ,-. ., ,.

Sylvite (mill, tone K_O) 3.66 106 206 11,206

control Zone= I-III NIL
,,,,, ,,,

control Zone IV 366 3.45% 1.78% 0.33%

,.....

Langbeinite (mill. tone K_OI 4.41 9.3 9.3 N/A
,

Control Zone= Fill 1.21 13.0 % 13.0 %
,,, .,

Control Zone IV 3.20 34.4 % 34.4 %
,

Source: U.S. Department of Energy, 1980, p. 9-19 and 9-28.
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APPENDIX A

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS ADDRESSING SITE SELECTION
(FROM EEG- 1 )



•uflic= wi_h Natural Resources

I. Should be taken Into ac¢ounc/infocmacion use-_ul for site selecclon/evaluacion"
i. CO be considered in making crlcerla - pecTographical and mineralogical
composlclon and economic value, p. 12-13; questions regarding salt as
host _dla: often associated wlch _otash and oll and may be an aucractlve

cargec for e_lorauo¢7 boreholes, P, 9, AECL Canada 1976_ _-
ii. for salC formaclon, occurences of petroleum, potash mines, oil and

&as produculon, USGS 4339-I, 1972 _ T_.
iii. Crlue_la- future value of potash deposits should be considered, p. 70-71;

economic development - potash, ranches, oll and gas f_.elds, p. 45, USGS

4339-6, 1973_'_H
i_. study considered o¢i and gas deposits, potash, p. 20, USGS 74-190, 1974_9
v. criceula considered - oil, gas and recreational potential development,

p. 2-3, Supplemental Areas, Kn GS 1972_5\_
vi. in geolosic study of areas, range of casks includes natural resource
evaluaclon, includlnE _hose items relaclnE _o people's acclvicies in the
subsurface wh/ch would al_er the natural geologic conditions, P. Z_., 0W_/E._DA

Program Plan for N_TSP 1976_ D _
vii. petroleum, potash, sulfur - may be present near a salc deposit. Necessary
co weigh need for rep and the availability of ocher sites aE.ainst present
and potenclal need for mineral resources at site. . .
• ,- p. 6, O_T_/DOE S&I¢ Dep of US 1978 ,_\

- p. 48, IAEA SS Factors 1977 _ E_ .n°,
viii. pocenulal for oil and _as - considered since ic might attract drill _ _
OE_ McClaln and Both 197_ _
ix. pocenclal sloes in sale should be evaluated for po_enclal e.x-ploicacion
•and/or concamlnacion of oil, gas, and water resevolrs, and of sal_, potash
and other valuable or pocenclallY valuable commodities, p. 4.63, ELI_
Alceruaclves, BNWL-1900, 1974 __
x. sloe selecclon - determine suitability of broad regions in terms of po,snr±a!
for denial of natural resources, p. 13; site evaluaclon - need de=ailed
definition of dlsurihuclon of phTsical properties throughout sloe (i.e.

petrologic and mlneTaloKic features), p. 14; ES aspects of long term
rlsk analysis - need knowledge of processes chat affec_ containment
capability: Idanciflcatlon of mineral resources _hac might serve co cause
people co penetrate rep, p. 16-17, ESIT USGS and DOE 1979 )'D l q
x_. events taken into account in risk analysis - human incruslon: gas/oil

- ex_loraci0n, mineral exploration, p. 95-103, AD Little, Assessment 1978 _C3

Z. Formaclon should noC be associated wlch or be in the immediate vicinity of

pocencla117 valuable mineral resources:
i. uo area wi_h present or paec history of resource e.xuracci_n exce.=c _y
surface quarryinB should be considered, po 13-15, .vU_S/_C 1978 _ A_
ii. co the extant possible, p. 2:10; unavoidable con£1ic_ wi'.h resources
should be minimized _o the e._ten_ possible (large scale si_e seleculon

crlce_ia), p. 2:20-21, GC._ 1978 _ _ _O

_Z__-



iv) _rac_ considered is muse promising since i_ is 5.miles or =ore ir_ any
c_er of indusurlal activity, i.e. gas or oll wells or ui_as, _ 14-35,

USGS 4339-7, 1973, _

v) prefected sal= envlroumenz -where oil and gas poten:ial is low; unsui=abi_

Area-where strata have hl.qh oil or gas potential, _3. UbGS 7&-158.,C_
1974; p t, 4, EL_ Al_ernat_v_j B:_L"Nt.- _9oo 1974 _'_ _ (.,_.

vi) p 21 AEC, Lyons Z. S. 1971)'_ .... "

• vii) C_i_erla must be met: waste must not be placed Lu potan=i_r!iy useful
- m/natal deposius, p 13-14, Deep _Lock, Klecc/Sandza 197_ _E

viii) SS criteria p 12-13, SS W_P/Sandia 1977_q ....

ix). Site should _uu offer an a_trac=Ive resource _ange_ p 5; acuual or
pocenr.lal resource of site should be such _hat it will not und_y depri"
this or future generations of necessary and valuable r_source-s, ._ 5-6,
Nureg 0353, _RC-S_ate Review 1977) C_

x) _duld make s£te mura favorable, p 6, O_I/DOE Salt Dep uf US 1978 )_5_¾

xi) p 3-4, 0P._TL,?rusram Plan fo_ 8S_P 1973 _ _D %

%li} Avoid areas where mineral resources are "_nown _o abourcL" and where
resources vera "vurked out" in formation below rag, Lahne_y_ Battelle

. .

• xll/)- avoid areas of existing production or extensive, ax_ioratiou as much as

- possible, p 10, mineral pu_enclal should be minimal co minimize
probabili¢7 of future operations, p 11, su_mmry, _SPPSS Factors
0P.NI 1973 _ D_, - - -

xiv) presence of po_antlally mineable minerals detract fro= useful=ass of .bcs
_ock for dlspusal, p 33, IAEA SS Factors 1977 , _

x_)- as =uch as possible - p 5, 5runton & Y.cClain, 0_q/ERDA !977_-=

_vi) de Mars:[_.y, e_al, C_Kcantee _solation? 1977, _-S • . .-

rvli) p 2-9, 4-73, ES of _M of L_ CTcle, _C 1976)C_

._easons:
&. potential source of ray materials that would be denied:"

i) p 13-15, NAS/NRC 1978; _
.. ii) proposed crlteri_: actual or potential resource, value o_ site should be

such tha_ it will not unduly deprive =his or fuuure _eneratlons. of .-_P_ces._
. and valuable resources, p 5-6 ,_RC $_ata Review, Rural-0353 1977_C_

- iii) p 36-40, EPA State of Geologic Knowledge 1978 _C---,

iv) was_e disposal facili:!._-s shall be sized and operated :o avoid as much
as possible the foreclosure o_ fu:ure options, p !-_, _C - Proposed

Goals for .q'_M, 1978; C_



b.- disturbance of hydrological/ge°I°gical system by boreholes, sha-_-s, frac:ures,
cavlcles;
i) p 13-15, NAS/._KC 78, _

ii) p 32 OW_/_VKDA, Program Plan for _WTSP 1976_ _'_

iii) avoi_tnce of areas over "worked our" mineral deposits because of

danger of subsidence, Kenhern_ Batcal!e M, 1979 ,_.._

iv) sire should he located so chac existing subsurface operations could be
outside buffer zone and co minimize probability of future operaclons
since c_c,_ . technology makes i_ _.ifficult to p:edic_ whac :he
eventual affects of mechanical or solution mining on cap might be.

p Ii, BSPPS5 Parrots OR._'L1973 _'_D.

v) people are nov one of =he major driving forces for geologic change
(erosion, solid movement and water movement for e_xauple) p-13, NRC

Proposed Goals for RWM 1978 )Cq

vi) site should Be where In_rusion of people in a manner thac wi!l change
Gonditlous is =inlmal. p _. 5 _L_ Alternatives, 5h"gL-i_00 !97& _DI &

c. At=tact _ropspec_ion - exploration _hat might penetrate c¢9:
i) _ 13-15, _5%S/N_C 1978, _\

ii) danger of reexploi_a=Ion of already r_ne._ resources; Kehuem'_'_,Bacelle,
H, 1979, _D_

iii) minimize probability of future opera_ions within buffer zone, p II,
3SPP $S Factors, ORNL 1973_-m_.

iv) Must have no natural resources in area chac would a:_rac: prosper=ion

de/_mrsil_,at al,
Guarantee _s_X,.,_'_. ? 1977 _ • &

v) si_e should noc offer attractive resource :ar_et, p 5, :_KC, _taca

Review, Nures 0353, 1977_ Cq

vi) Recommendations have been presented p IV-57, KdS _&%=,_ & Winchester !97_

vii) People will seek any_himg of value and are now one of :he major
- driving forces of seologlc change - to cba extent predictable, we should

design and locate facilities so as to avoid motlvaclou for ;ene_ra:inE

disposal volume_ p 13 _RC-Proposed Goals for RWM 1978)C_

vii/) p 35-&0, _A State of Geologic Knowledge 1978

3. Avoi_ confl£ccs wi'_h ._ater as a natural resource:
£) es_ in arid areas, _r:undwauer is an Luporuau= commodity - excenslve

deposits of fresh racer above or below sice could adversely affec: i--s
availability due :o pudllc opinion, p c 10-1", L'_A/B_-'L, A_p c 1976, _ _

p 41, ZAEASS _ac:ors !977 , _\_

ii) special care needed if water near si=a ix u%ed by =unicipa !_'±es,
industry, a_riculture, P 5-6 OWn/DOE Sal: Dep of US 1978)..-.

i_) avoid areas _ere _undw-acer resources are ex'.ensivelv used and/ct have

potential for s£gniflcan: future deveioDmen: -Kehnz"-'_7_.Ba::a!!e X, .,
...... -.. -- ..... Op...___73 .'m_-

-p 6 3run=on & McCla',_, O%'_/_.'EDA1977,_o
-p 4.4.H L ";M Al:erna:ives. Bh%-_-!900 197&,D_



iv) thu-re may be conflict with industrial, recreational, -sc_c" _n=eres_ in..
large lakes and streams - P C 10-12, ERDA/Bh'w'L, Alce=r_vem Am c 197.6 j_l_

- p 41 I_ 5S 7actors 1977_t
- p 6 Br_nuon & McClaln, OWXIEEDA 1977 j__

_. Waste placed in =ep as a natural resource:
i) operation of the rep should noc cre.ace a potential future, source of

valuable material, unreprocessed spenc fuel elements, p_e_ally highly
valuable co fu_ure people, should noc be placed in non.-.r.e.cr.ievable- scarage
(cem_ua_ion co penetrate rep)j p 13-15, NAS/,%q_C1978 ; _-'. -

ii) consideraclon: since uranlum ore is limlced, i_may her=me desirable to
recover unreprocassed fuel rods, so a breach in the n__p co recover" uhen co._
he a serious problem in the future, p 3, p 35-36 Scare of Geologic
Knowledse 1978 EPA , C_

iii) goals for EWM: Co the extent predictable, we should design and locate
. facilities so as Co avoid uouivauion for penetrating uhe._isposal volume.

p 13, NRC-Proposed goals for R_ 1978)C_ -

5. _f _:he-rep is located where there are uacural resources present or n_.ar-by:

i) If posslbillC7 exlscs thac some valuable resource is presenu, i_ will be
necassar7 co show chac credible attempts _o recover the resources will nc
have adverse effects on the effectiveness of rbe rep_ p 5; Proposed
criteria: site should have characceriscics such chaL the consequences

of unplanned intrusions will be ALAEA p 5-6, Nureg 0353,. _ Scare..

Review 1977 _ C,

ii) accidental "_eneCra=ious should noc result in undue_hazard, p 1:17 GC_ 197

iii) Resources coul_ be extracted from adjacent regions rich proper
evalu.a_l=n and precautions. To be considered in evalua_ons: compacibi2
of operations, impact on rep from extraction operations, _ossih_li_y. of

.c=ucamina=ton of resou=ce by waste, p 48, LAZA SS Fac=or_-l.977, _tt

iv) "The expectation, 5uc one chac cannot yec be _uaranceed is chat :hese
_Linarals (ac _P site in Zone I_) may be recovered _.n decades ahead .

- should _hey be economically accracclve. Certainly the clm_ frame for. t_h_
develo_nenc -ould _e wlchlu cba next century while the rap sloe- is still
under admlnlscraclve control. The small amounts of either resourc_

• wlchin zone TXT_would noc be of si_nlflcanc interest in the absence of o"

production in _he area." p i0, Letter from Beckner co Schualer, Dec. 19".

_rh

v_ Rydberg-Though rec_nnendacions have been presented char rep %e placed
iu area wiCh no valuable minerals, "i_ seems probably uhac a future per._

who is capable of minin_ and drilling _o a depck cf 50_m, als_ _i11 u_e
- instruments capable of dececclng radioacclvicy." p I_-57-_S Rydberg

& _inchescer 1978,

_. Can we pre,Icr _he likelihood of inurusion of pecv_e into rap i_ sear'-h of resourc

i) Uncerualni=las are _ncroduced Inuo risk assessneucs because of uncer=ai
of probabillcles and consequences of human _ncruslon. ? _-94, EH of "._.!

o_ L_ Cycle, _-_C i_76 C5

_')-- Another r_.sk for which no _.-us:_r'-ky _robabili-.v es:i.T.aces_.an be aD_i..



i,_trusion at some future date by people in search of minerals (including
the uranium and TRU buried in rep) or :o satisfy archeological or other

curiosity. People's unprediccsbili=y far outsurips that of most of the imaEined

geologic hazards, p. 35-36; as raw materials dwindle there will be an
increasinEly desperate exploitation of chem. W'hac mineral resource e.wploi_a_ion

mishC he like a thousand year_ from now is impossible to predict - should
be considered, p. 36-40, EPA Scare of Knowledge, 1978, C'_
iii. Do we adequatel7 understand how co evaluate current resource conflicts?
models tested, a_plylnS co specific site (includins _PP), p. 38; Can we
estimate the ions ce.-m effects of future resource conflicus? moderate
understandin S of principles, developlng models, p. _4, ESTT USGS and DOE
1979, _%
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APPENDIX B

DOE REVISED INTERIM POLICY STATEMENT



Del:artment of Energy
Al_uqueraue Operations Offico
P.O. Box 5400
AIl=ucluerque, New Mexico 87115

Or. George S. Goldstetn
C;_i_n, Radtozc*.tve Task Force
Heal1_ and Environmnt Depa_nt:
P.O. Box 968
S_ncs Fee _ 87503

Deir Dr. GoldsCetn:

DOE;Revised Znterim Poltcy StaCe=ent on t{atural Resource Recovery a.l:1:he
g%pP S|te

.- r our use und tnfo_atlon ts the OOERevtsed %n=ertmPollcy.nolosed fo y P S1tc. Under the =a_=s
Statement on ,_aCural Resource Recovery at the WIF . _intn tn, or. . otz_h or oCher ¢o_z,erc_al g .
oT _ls pollcy sCute__entno p__, ..... • tT und 11Z wt11 be allowed,
co,¢=.er:ial, dr1111ng from, F,,on'cro_;u.;_., .-

er _e D_ will _erclse no con_1 over minlngor dr_111ngoutsidehewer , beth redefined is 1:_earu
ro1 Zone !ZZ. (ConSol Zone %%Zts . g ..... ,,. ,,_qnCent: ¢j_In_11 lb sec1:lons t/u,_v

withdrawnfor SPOYwhtch ts a square cDn Agddtttonally,- surroundtn the center of the stte.) . B_ will
_¢r.s] g tton of Zone %Y_h_le the f_ctltty ts tnroh_bi¢ per=anent tnhabtt_ _ _ n_'ol Zones 1P ' s below 6000 ft. benH_ _ 'o er_t_on. Hy_r_c=rbon resource - _,-- *--- -,,*- de the Con1:_1P t1,_- ., ......1

c_n be accessed by aevtaCed dr _ d Federal%%and 12% 1 on the revtew of Stere un

re_ulzcor:/ agent?es, _nc_ua_j __-=."-_'_e %ntertor, Htner_Is H_nage_en=
Oepar=-..anCand .'_e.UTS. uep__-; -- -' _| e boundaries from"
Service, to procec= _,ne inter-trY of the WIPP - t

1on mining or other exl=-uc=tve acl:;tvtttes. SO t,_11:c:merctal expl.ors_. '. _ recover near the WIPP S|te,
the DOEcan ms_n_z_n tn_o_mtton on___esource, nnr _Y_,v a sCs for

nt _411 no¢tfY "rh, --- ..... . revue1_.eBureau of Land Hanageme ..................
resource recovery per=its wtChtn one Illlle olr _J_e wlPP _lT,e oounuar_r.

e

The ffnal DOEpoltcy _111 be tssued when the dectsion ts msde regsrd_ng
re=_deva1 of the _asCe. Should _J_eDOI[dec_de to retrieve all the
redCoat=lye _aste, _e WIPP Stte wt11 become_v_tlable for complete
resource recovery sfterretrlevalznd decommissioning are complete.

The initialInter1=Po1_c7Stztement,which was l=-:nsmittedto the Stzte
of ;few )_exico on Hoverer 3, lgSl, was developed to serve as the basis
for t_e pe_for=_nce of *,.heNatur_l Resources Study. The initt_l DOE



Dr. George S. Golds=etn -Z -

Interim Policy. as indicated _herein, was "temporary denia| of a11
resource ex_rac%:tonwithin the four centro| zones of the WIPPSite until
the dectston ts rode rolattvo to whtch, tf any, of the emlaced waste
w|11 bn retrieved." Based on the conclusions of the Natural Resources
Study, whtch was l_ansmittod to the S_o of NewMexico on Oclmbor§,

• 1982. we hove del:ermined that the inittal Interim Policy can be revised
as indicated above.

No1:only does the DOllRevised Poltcy S_l:r_en_ reflect: the conclusions of
1:he rlatural Resourc-'s Study but tt: also addresses cons=on1:provided by
_e NewMexico [nvir_nmental E:val uat4on Group on t_e Policy Statement.

If you require additional _nformatton or have questions on _hts mt1:1:er,
p!ease c:n_c_ me.

Sincerely,

Projoel". MAnager
WIPP:JHMBZ-OBBS/6366A WIPPPre,ect: Offtco

cc: w/one1:
J. K. Ot,*-_, (:hairman, Radioactive Wasl:eConsul'ca_:ton Ccmai1:*.ae,Sanl:aFe, HZ4
J. 81nga=an, At_.m'noy General, _n_.s Fo, _
D. T. Schuelor, AMPr-P,AL
R. G. Roma1:mvskt,Manager, AL
L. H. Hor=on, DP-12.1, DOE, HQ
W. F. Jebb, 05}4, Car!shad, Nt4
j. Stoul:, OCC;,AL
R. H. Nell1, Direct:or, ET._;,Santa Fe, NM
C. W. Lust.her, S_1:e Diroc*.:r, 81J4,Santa Fe, 1_4
M. Wilson,OCt, AL



DI:[ REYIST.'::I,_j"_.ZH POLICYSTAT_!r-_ITONRESOURCE

RECOVERYAT THE.gIPP SlT£

The po1_cy of the Oepar:=ent of [nerg.v (DOI) concerning resource vecave,y
at Cba Was=e IsolationPilotPlant (WIPP)site duringfac111ty

¢=nsC_'uc=tonand operation ts as follows=

o No potash or other mining excluding 1_at conduc*.ed for the WIPP
Project wf11 be allowed tn WIPP Cont='ol Zones I, II, and III.

o No drilling excluding Chat c=nduc1:edfor %heWIPPPro_ec¢ wf11
be a]lowe_ from Control Zones I, II, and III.

o Dri111ng from outside Control Zone III _o access 1ocatlons
beneath Control Zones Z, II, and III at: depl:hs _reater than

6,000 feet wt11 be allowed tf the planes formed by l:,_edownward

ver*.tcal proJoe=ions of the Conl='ol Zone II1 boundaries are not

pene=ra_.edabove a depth of 6,000 feet.

o D_. w_11 rely on the review of $t_l:eand Federalregulai:ory

agencies, including _e New Mexico Energy and Minerals

Depar==en¢ and the Minerals ManagementService, U.S. Depar*.._.en¢
of ".heInterior,'to protect the InC'egrityof Pe WIPP site
boundariesfrom co:=.,ercialexpIoratlon,mining,and oCher

excrac*.Iveactivities.

o If the DOEdecides 'chat all radioactive waste ts to be

reprieved, _e WIPP site will bec_me available for c==pIete

resource recovery once retrieval and factllty _eccmr._isstoning is

ac::npI tshed.



Thts poltcy may be re-evaluated after factllty decommissioning. The
follow4ng paragraphs prov4de a maswe of clartftcat4on of _e rationale
used to develop the resource recover_, poltcy.

I_ ts t_e pollcy of _e DOECo max4mtzl the oppor_untt_' for _sau_-m

recovery st the HIPP stte, const_ent wt_ch the requirements to tsolats

the emplaced radioactive was_es from the b_osphero, ldtthtn ftve years
after the f tree emplacementof each type of TRU waste (t.e., c=nUc_ and

rwotely handled), separate decisions wtll be rode about the ret_-Ieval of

each kqnd of waste. I_ the 1:)0(decldes that all waste ts to be

rerr4eved the _;IPP s_Ce v111 becomeavaflab.le for comalete resource

The _-_ter_on for _e 00£ poltc:f ts that permanent denfal of resources

should be l_m4ted to _ose areas tn WhtlChext,-action &c_4v4ttes c=uld
po_en_tally lead to measurable effec_ ( ) on the WIPP facilities or
whose Fro_ecl:ton ts needed to sa_tsf_y Institutional constdersl:tons, a11
ex='ac_ton activities _at would not lead to masur_ble effec_ on the

I_]:PPs_' are defined as "allowable" under the 901[ po14Cy.
o

Potxsh (sylvtte end langbe_n_te) end hydrocarbons (he,ural gas and

dts:411ste) c=_r_se the resources present st the 1,_LPP$tte _a_: sre of
tn_erest constricting t_e technolog_yand market conditions _n the
foreseesble fusee. These resources and the me_ods available to recover

_:_em sre _esc_tbed _n deter1 tn the l_IS (U.S. Depart=cnS of E_e_,

: 19SO).

ii

1 Heasureable effec_.s sre ,.hose Influences from ex_'_r_c*_tonactlv4_;tes

that could cause the sssu_ttons made tn the breach sc_narto

c_nsequence analyses (U.S. IS)epar_c=ent of Ene_, 1980) t_ be

uflconserva 1:1re.



t

. Due _ar41X to tns_ttuttona! constderattons_ 09 _o_ash m_n4ne.In or
co_nrctal exoloratorv _r411tna (hyc_oca_on or o_:her) frc= Centro! Zones_i I II I I I

and rZ! vtli be oe_mtt_sd_. A study was c=ndu=Ced_=.tnvesttgate• !, lit
_e posstble effec=_ of resource rec=ver:v wt_tn Ccn_:'ol Zone IY on _e
_IPP factltty (,qat:uval Resources Study, 8vausch eC al., 1_)8Z). The

following paragraphs provide a brtef summary of _e results and

conclusioqs of that s_udy,

The ex_ac*.ton of potash outside C=nl:'ol Zone IZZ ts allowable.
Po*_znttal methods of mtntng pot_Lsh tncludm _411-_nd-blas_, ¢=nt4nuous

m_n_ng,solution mining, sho_cva11, and long_all techniques. Stnce

m_ntngof pooh ts &1low&hie, tt ts not reLsonable COprontbtt tAose

mtntng techniques "_.ha: make such an ac_tvt_y economically vt_ble. To
_n effect, Co preclude m_ntng. Accordingly,pro_btt suc._ _c*._v_ttes ts,

ex_ac*._on ra_os czn be max_mt:ed tn any m_nesdeveloped outst_ C=ncro|

Zone I_I of f._e _dZPPsite, consis=enC _1_ =_nm safety considerations and

o_._,ers_e and fec_ersl _equt_e_enC_. Solutton m_ntng _ill be &11o_able
ouC_de C=n_:l Zone Z_Z. Resource ext_-_c=_=n by solution mining may be

z_pl_ed _: recover-j of sylvtCe. SoluC4on m_ntng for r_c=ver_, of

langUe_nt_e _ould be Ineffective because langbein_e ts less soluble _an
_he su_-ound_ng =tn_sls (e.g., ha11+-e, sylvtte). However, _e lack of

existing solu:_on m_n_ng fo_ sylvt_ tn _e C_rlsbad p.o_sh m_ntng

• d_s_-_c: sugges_ t_a_: solution =tn_ng f=r po_sh _tn Con_al Zone _V

_y not be feasible.

The recovery of hy_c_r=on res=urces outside Conl_ol Zone IZ_ ts

allo_a_le. Thts _ct_vt_y tncludes _M114ng, pro_ct_on s=4mulacton, lhd,

_osstbly, =econc[aWrecovery. Res=_rces located ou_tde Control Zone III
may be accessed by vertical _t111ng; resources located beneath _e 4nner

._t_P_ c_c_ol zones st: deoths _eater. th_n 6,000 fee T _.a,vbe accessed by
a_-_ll_n_ ver_callv outside Con_'.ol Zone IIZ _o a death of 5:OOOfee_ and

- I I

_,_n _ev_aC_ne fr_omvertical a_ _he anale _'eeu_'ed"_=_-eac.__he CareaC
• i iiii i_m_.. _J __ m II • I

PESO'JI_=_ Z_ne. •
II IIIIll



If o_I or gas ts found, t¢ ts not rmasonable ¢o prohtbtt those tjchntques

available to the producer thee =axtatze recoverT. £nhanctng the

production from d_tlled walls by hycLraul_cally fracI_rtng the reservoir
rock. actdtztng the form_ton, or other applicable techniques would no¢

be expecte d to affe¢_ the WZPPfacility,
t

These types of pr=ducC_onstimulation are used pri=artly to increase the

per_neabtllty of the rock that c=n_atns the hydrocarbons. Secondary
recovery methods (techniques used to enhanceor replacI the natural

¢_-_v_ngforce t.haC "pushes" the o_I to _e production weil) and tertiary

ramrods (techniques used prt_rtly to decrease the viscosity of hear7
crude o_ls) mayalso be employed but, because the crude otl resources aC
the stte are no_ reasonably or econc_cally exCrac'.able, these

tec_n_clues, are no_ expected _: be useful unless significant

technological advances and adzpl_Ctons are made.

State and federal regular=rv agencies, Including the NewHextco (ner_y

and Htnerals Depot=en= and _e Htnerals Hanagemnt Service of the U.S.

Depart=en_ of ln_erior, are responsible for r_v_ewtng proposed mtning and
hyC-ocar_on exploration plans to prevent tn_uT7 to adjacent leases or

properties. ...TheDOI w_ll Pel_ en th_s re_aulatory Pevtev arocess to

profit the (nte_,r_t_of the _IPP slte bo,undar:_f_= ootash.=_n._no.,and

h)._c_rbon,exoloratlon,on adjacentoro.e_ln. The DO( wlll provide

assistance to these agenctes during the review process upon request. In
sedition, the _LH will no,ifY the 90_ of any requests for per=tta for

rescurce recovery activities within one m_le of the WIPPstte bcundaw.

_s pollcyw(ll be _d_f_ed IIrchangesIn (ns¢Itutlonalrequ_re_nts

oct'Jr or if significant new data relevant _ the policy are obtained

durfng development and operation of the k(IPP fac_lll:y.
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Append iX D

SELECTION CRITERIA FOR THE WIPP SITE

This appendix briefly describes how the geoloqio, hydrologic, and other
• in southeastern New Mexico meet site-

araoteristics of the WIPP s_t • and factors given here are fr_

sh lqto_:s et al., 1978, PP.2-15rf)anathe _al Charact_ '• ed earlier by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
are based on cr_terla suggest (1977), and Brunton and

(ORNL, 1973), the International Atomic EnergY AgencY

McCla in (1977) •

The site-selection criteria described here were originally formulated

under the expectation that the WIPP would be a _eposito_y that would contain

spent fuel from nuclear reactors- The heat emitted by spent fuel would have
had important effects on the salt in which it was emplaced! for that reason,

some of the criteria were specifically intended to insure the safety of spent-

fuel emplacement. The WIPP mission no longer includes the disposal of spent

fuel or any other high-level waste. Furthermore, the design of the WIPP no

longer includes the separate mined cavity for high-level waste called the
,lower repository" or the "lower horizon" in the criteria. Accordingly, not

all the criteria presented here are applicable to the W_PP under its current

mission and design. Because the site was, however, actually selected under

these criteria, no effort has been made to revise them for this document.

D.I GEOLOGIC CRITERION AND SITE-SELECTION FACTORS

The geology of the site will be such that the repository will not be

breached by natural phenomena while the waste poses a significant hazard to

man. The geology must also permit safe operation of the WIPP repositorY.

Topography. The terrain must permit access for transportation. The ef-
fect on inducing salt flow during excavation must be considered. Surface-

water flow and the potential for flooding must be evaluated.

The maximum relief over the WIPP repository is 120 feet. The regional

relief is low and easily acco_odates the required transportation corridors.

The location nea_ a broad surface and groundwater divide will minimize the

development of future relief. Differential stress in the salt due to surface

relief i_ not a significant factor in causing deformation in the salt. (See

Powers et al., 1978, Sections 3.2 and 4.2.)

_. Repository horizons should be deeper than i000 feet to insure that
erosion and consequences of surficial phenomena are not a major concern. The

depth of suitable horizons will not exceed 3000 feet to limit the rate of salt
deformation around the excavations-

The selected repository bed for heat-producing waste varies between depths

of 2750 and 2250 feet over the potential excavation area. The bed for TRU



waste ranges from 2200 to 1800 feet deep through the repository reqion. These

depths ace based on interpretations of seismic reflection data. (See Powers
et a£., 1978, Sections 3.3, 4.3, and 9.2.)

Tl_ickness. The total thickness of the salt deposits should be several
hundred leer'to buffer thermal and mechanical effects. The desired thickness

for the repository bed is 20 feet or more to mitigate the thermal and mechani-
cal effects ac nonhallte units.

The halite unit in which the heat-producing waste will be placed is about

i00 feet thick. The total thickness of the evaporlte section provides about a
1300-foot buffer above and below the repository horizons. This distance to

the nearest potential aquifers insures that the thermal effects at these aqui-
fers will be insignificant. (See Powers et al., 1978, Sections 4.3.2 and 9.2.)

Lateral extent. The distance to structural or dissolution boundaries must

be adequate to provide for future site integrity. For the Los Medanos area a
distance of 5 miles to the Capitan reef and I mile to regional Salado dissolu-
tion has been established.

From seismic data and drill-hole information, the selected horizons are

believed to extend well beyond the repository site. The separations from the
deformed salt belt parallel to the Capltan reef and from the natural dissolu-
tion fronts are adequate to insure the required site integrity. (See Powers
et al., 1978, Sections 3.3, 4.3, and 6.3.)

Lithology. Purity of the salt beds is desirable. Brine in the salt could
induce geochemical interactions! pending further investigations, 3% brine is
established as a desirable upper limit for the heat-produclng waste horizon.
Additional geochemical interactions must be considered if significant chemical

or mineral impurities are present.

The horizon within the lower Salado that will accommodate the heat-

producing wastes averages more than 97% halite from the samples analyzed.
Brine content averages less than 0.5%. (See Powers et al., 1978, Sections 4.3
and 7.2 through 7.6.)

Stratigraphy. Continuity of beds, character of interbeddlng, and nature
of beds overlying and underlying the salt are important considerations in the
construction of the f_cillty_ they are also important in insuring the long-
term integrity of the repository.

There are no beds of clay or polyhalite near enough Co the lower reposi-
tory horizon to affect repository construction and operation or to affect the
long-term performance of the repository. The significant nonhallte beds adja-
cent to the heat-producing-waste horizons are principally anhydrite, which has
favorable thermal, mechanical, and chemical properties for bounding layers.
The upper (TRU-waste) level of the repository can also be located to avoid
cock-mechanlcs instabilities due to interbeds of nonhallte rock. (See Powers

et al., 1978, Sections 3.3, 3.4, 4.3, and 4.4.)

Structure. Relatively flat bedding (less than 3 degrees) is desirable for
operational purposes. Steep anticlines and major faults are to be avoided.



Seismlc-reflectlon data and drill-hole information have been interpreted

aS showing relatively flat (less than 1 degree) bedding over most of the
3.square-mile repository horizon. Seismic data do show a small anticline at
the northern edge of control zone II. Drilling on this anticline (WIPP-12)
has shown that the elevation difference of the repository beds, from ERDA-9 at
the center of the repository to WIPP-12, is less than 200 feet, an average of
about 2 degrees. Photography, satellite imagery, surface mapping, geophysical
techniques, and drilling have been used to search for indications of slgnlfl-
cant faulting. No post-Permian faults are known to exist in the slte area.
Seismic indications of faulting in older, deeper rocks do not extend through
the Permian evaporite section.

The lack of severe structure and recent faulting satisfactorily meets the

desired conditions for this factor. (See Powers et alo, 1978, Sections 3.4
and 4.4.)

Erosion. While the depth of the repository reduces concern about erosion,

it is desirable tc avoid features that would tend to localize or accelerate
erosion.

The site is located near a broad surface-water divide, and the local base

level is at an elevation of about 2900 feet. Consequently, future erosion
will proceed less rapidly over the site than in the established drainage chan-
nels. The expected erosion rates will not expose the Salado salt within the
required lifetime of the repository. Future climatic c/_anges will not alter
this asses_nent, and glaciation is not expected to be a concern at this loca-
tion. (See Powers et al., 1978, Sections 3.2.3, 3.6, 4.2, and 6.2.)

Dissolution. Regional and/or local dissolution must not breach the repos-

itory-while the wastes represent a significant hazard to people. While there
are various suggestions for the time a repository should remain isolated from
the biosphere, a period of 250,000 years (I0 half-lAves of plutonium-239) is
conznonly used to represent the time over which the wastes are significantly
hazardous.

Studies by the U.S. Geological Survey indicate that the maximum rate of
horizontal progression of the salt-dissolutic_ front in Nash Draw, averaged
over the past 500,000 years, has been 6 to 8 miles per million years and less
than 500 feet vertically per milli_ years. The nearest active solution front
is to the west, in Nash Draw. This is far enough from the site to provide

repository isolation for more than 2 million years. (See Powers et al., 1978,
Section 6.3.6.)

Subsidence. Subsidence due to dissolution of salt will be avoided when the
subsidence adversely affects the repository beds or unduly accelerates the rate
of dlssolution to the jeopardy of the long-term integrity of the repository.

Subsidence has occurred over the western portion of the WZPP site area
because of the natural removal of salt from the Rustler Formation. Hydrologic

data from this region indicate that the major aquifers in the Rustler have
different potential heads, and thus this regional subsidence has not caused
them to be interconnected by permeable fractures. No sinks due to localized
solutioning are present at the site.



D.2 HYDROLOGIC CRITERION AND SITE-SEL_:TION FACTORS

The hydrology of the site must provide high confidence that natural dis-

_olution will not breach the site while the waste poses a significant hazard

to man. Accidental penetrations should not result in undue hazards to mankind.

Surface water. Present and future runoff patterns, flooding potential,

etc., should not endanger the penetrations into the repository while these

openings are ro,plugged.

Because the site is near a broad surface-water divide, lacks established

drainage, a7_. is well above the Pecos River, simple construction techni ,_ues

will prevent flooding of the repository. (See Powers et al., 1978,

Section 6.2.)

A_quifers. For the WIPP, the overlying and underlying aquifers represent a
secondary barrier if the salt is breached. Consequently, low permeability and

transmissivity are desirable but not mandatory. Accurate knowledge of aquifer

parameters is important to construction, decommissioning, and realistic calcu-
lation of the consequences of failure scenarios.

Aquifers above and below the repository have low transmissivity. Conse-

quently, flooding of the repository during its operation through shafts or
drill hole_ is not credible. These access points can readily be plugged to

prevent wa_c inflow efter de¢onznissioning.

The quantity of water carried by the major aquifers above and below the

WIPP beds is too small to be useful. Furthermore, the water carries too many

salts to be potable or otherwise useful.

The hydrologic parameters of the aquifers do not permit rapid flow of

water. The low permeability would limit the flow even if heads were to be

modified in future pluvial cycles. (See Powers et al., 1978, Section 6.3.)

Hydrologic trans murt. For the WIPP, this is a secondary factor that must
be evaluated to allow quantitative calculations of the consequences of various

failure scenarios. Slow transpoL't of isotopes is acceptable if more critical

factors have been satisfied.

Calculations based .on various postulated failure scenarios show that the

transport of radionuclides through the overlying and ;_ derlying aquifers would
be so slow that a significant hazard to people would not exist even if the

salt beds were breached. The nearest natural discharge point is near Malaga

Bend on the Pecos River, over 14 miles away. At the maximum measured rate of

water movement, it would take about 1700 years after a breach for the first

trace of nonretarded nuclides (i.e., iodine-129) to appear at the pecos. The

long-lived transuranic nuclides would be retarded by the sorption of ions and
would not begin to appear at Malaga Bend until 35,000 years after a postulated

breach of thr salt beds. The concentrations of radionuclides (or possible

rad'ation doses_ would never reach significant hazard levels in the pecos
-_i...... _ .I _o_. _nns 6.3, 9.3, and I0.6.)



climatic fluctuations, Possible pluvial c_les must be considered inii

est_ating the effects of the hydrologic factor,s.

The dissolution and erosion rates established as averages over the past

500,000 years include the effects of several past pluvial cycles. Zt is ex-
pected that future cycles would also be shorter than the isolation time sought
fo_ the repository. Transport rates under different climates (rainfall} can
be estimate<1 by appropriate boundary conditions on the hydrologic model. The
low permeabillty of the major aquifers above the site will not be signifl-
cantly altered by the climatic changes expected for this area, and the result-
ant flow in the aquifers will not be grossly altered by changed cllmatlc con-
dltlons. (See Powers et al., 1978, Sections 3.6 and 4.5, Chapter 6, and
Section I0.3.)

Man-made penetrations. The effect of drill holes and mining operations

must be included in evaluating the potential effects of dissolution.

The ceposltory and control zone III are free of preexisting boreholes that
extend through the salt, shafts, and mining activity. Any existing or future
holes in any of the WIPP zones must be adequately plugged when abandoned.

D.3 T_'TONIC STABILITY CRITERION AND SITE-SELeCTION FACTORS

Natural tectonic processes must not result in a breach of the site while
the wastes represent a significant hazard to people and should not require
extreme precautions during the operational period of the repository.

Seismic a_tlvlty. The frequency and magnitude of seismic activity impact

facility design and safety of operation. Low levels of seismicity are deslr-
able, but facility design can accon_odate higher levels as weil.

The WIPP site is in an area of relatively low seismic activity. The neat-

est seismic activity has been i0 or more miles north of the site and of small
magnitude. It is not known whether the three nearest events were tectonlc,
related to salt dissolution, or a result of human activity. No faulting has
been observed in the area of these seismic events. In any case, they and the

potential future events pose no hazard for a properly constructed repository
and are no threat to its long-term integrity. (See Powers et al., 1978, Chap-
ter 5 and Section I0.5.)

Faultlnq and fracturing. While open faults, fractures, or Joints are not
expected in salt, the more brittle units within and surrounding the salt may
support such features that can enhance dissolution and hydrologic transport.
Major faults and pronounced linear structural trends should be avoided.

No major structural trm.ds of recent geologic age are known to exist in
the site area. The nearest recent faulting observed is on the west side of
the Guadalupe Mountains, some 70 miles away. Seismic-reflection data have
indicated small faults in deep, old rocks below the Salado Formation. There
are no known tectonic faults in post-Perr_lan rocks at the site area. Thousands

of miles of drift in the potash mines in the Salado salt have not encountered
any open fractu:es or faults through which groundwater had p_ ?trated.



Salt-flow antlcllnes. Major deformation of salt beds by flow can fracture
brittle rock and create porosity for brine accumulations. Major anticlines
resulting from salt flow should be avoided or evaluated to check on brine

presence and anhydrite fracturing.

The only anticlines within the site are relatively minor features. Both
have been drilled, however, and the cores show little fracturing or porosity
and no accumulation of fluids. These small anticlines will not hinder reposi-

tory construction or Jeopatdlze its long-term safety. (See Powers et al.,
1978, Sectlon 4.4. }

Diapirism. An extreme result of salt flow, this feature will be avoided
for WIPP siting.

There are no known or indicated diaplrs (salt domes) at the WIPP site.

(See Powers et al., 1978, Section 4.4.)

Reqlonal stability. Areas of pronounced Eeglonal uplift or subsidence
s_uid be avoided since such behavior makes prediction of future dissolution,
erosion, and salt flow more uncertain.

Geologlc mapping has failed to reveal any indicators of regional Instabil-
Ity. Callche formation and attitude indicate stable conditions in the site
region over the last half-milllon years. The lack of scarps and the natural
seismicity are consistent with regional stability. (See Powers et al., 1978,
Sections 3.4, 4.4, and I0.3.2.}

Zgneous activity. Areas of active or recent volcanism or igneous Intru-
sion should be avoided to minimize these hazards to the repository.

No recent igneous activity is known in the region. Geophysical surveys,

mining, and drill-hole intercepts have shown that an intrusive dike exists 9
miles northwest of the site. Radiometric dating shows it to be 35 million

years old. No other intrusive features are known to exist in the region.
(See Powers et al., 1978, Section 3.5.)

Geothermal _radlent. Abnormally high geothermal gradients should be
avoided to allow construction in salt at 3000 feet. High gradients may also
be indicative of recent igneous or tectonic activity.

The geothermal gradient as determined in the A_C-8 drill hole shows a
normal geothermal gradient averaging about 0.58 °F per i00 feet. The heat
flow is about one heat-flow unit. (See Powers et al., 1978, Section 4.4.1.)
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The heat-producing waste horizon is quite pure halite, with more than 97%
NAC1. No polyhalite, clay, or other water-bearing minerals occur near this
horizon. The upper horizon beds are more than 92% NaCl, with impurities being
mostly potassium and magnesium salts and claY. These impurities have no known
negative implications for TRU-waste isolation and, in fact, have been shown to
absorb radionuclides from brine. (See Powers et al., 1978, Sections 4.3 and
7.2 through 7.5.)

Radiation effects. While no unacceptably deleterious effects are postu-
lated, these pher_ena are best quantified in halite, and thus the purer rock
salt beds are desired for high-level waste.
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PecmeabilltY. Salt has a very low permeability, lt ts necessary to eval-
uate the permeability only of the Interbeds and the surrourding media. Low

permeability is deslrable, but quantitative llmlts need not be speclfled for
site selection. Salt permeability Co gases may be important in establishing
waste-acceptance triter la.

Laboratory measurements on cores show very low permeability. On a large
scale, measurements at the WIPP horizons have not been made. Expe_lence in
other _lll boles (absence of aquifers in salt and presence of small high-

pressure gas pockets) would argue for very low In-sltu permeability on larger
scales. (See Powers et al., 1978, Section 9.2.3.)

Nuclide mobility. This is a seconda/Y factor in sltizw since confinement

the salt and isolation from water are the basic Isolation premises. Ion
sorption must be determined to allOW quantlflcatlon of safety analyses and to
indicate whether engineered barriers (clay) would be beneficial.

The distributed impurities in the rock salt provide siqnlflcant ion-

sorption capability for many radionuclides. The clay layers in higher salt
These p_opertles will tend to minimizebeds will be still more sorptive.

radionuclide migration due to such local mechanisms as brine migration in

thermal gradients. (See Powers et al., 1978, Section 9.3.)

D.5 _CONOMIC AND SOCL_L COMPATIBILITY CRXTERION AND SITE-SELECTION FACTORS

The site must be operable at reasonable economic cost and should not cre-
ate unacceptable impacts on natural resources or the blolo_ical and social
environment.

Natural resources. Unavoidable conflict of the repository with actual Or

potential resources will be minimized to the extent possible.

This factor is not well satisfied by the WIPP site. Both hydrocarbons and

potash exist in potentially economic quantities within the site. While salt
itself may be considered a valuable mineral, its economic potential at the
site is very low. Since both potash and hydrocarbons may be recovered from
control zone IV, the amounts that may be restricted _rom development within

zones I, II, and III are the critical amounts. These quantities are nok large
in terms of national supply (even the langbelnite product is synthesized in

quantity from brine lakes). These minerals may prove an enticement for future
exploration and exploitation. For this _eason, studies are under way to exam-
ine the effects of recovering the potash ore from above control zone III.
•,.... ,,,.,,_. _.,-,,,._, ..._,,_-. ,,_,,-,,,,, t-he repository (zone II) itself. Similarly,

- once adeq_Ce borehole pluc_gincJ is demonstrated, c_illi_q in zone III c_d be
per_tted or the _me zones developed from zone IV by slant drilling. The
ex_e_taCion, but one that cannot yet be guar_teed, is _._t these minerals may



clue _ecOve_ed in the decades ahead should they be economically attractive.

_tainlY th_ time frame f_ their development would be within the next cen-
rubY, while _e site is still under administrative control. The small amounts
of either r_-.sourcewithin zone III would not be of significant interest in the
_bsence of other production in the area. (See Powers et al., 1978, Chapter 8.]

_,n-made penetrations. Boreholes or shafts that penetrate through the

_it--into underlying aqui'fers will be avoided withi_ _.mile of the reposi-
trEY. Existing mining activity, unrelated to the repository, should not be

p_sent within 2 miles of the repository. Future, controlled mining will be
allowable up to I mile fran the repository. Future studies may permit still
¢Iose_ mining and d_illing if properly controlled.

The present site adequately fulfills this present restriction on man-made

penetrations- (See Powers et al., 1978, Section 2.3 and Chapter 4.)

Tr.___ortatlon. Transportation should be capable of ready development.
Avoidance of populatlon centers by transportation routes is not a factor in
the siting of the repository.

The present site meets this requirement and would Utilize a spur line of

the Santa Fe Railroad now running to the Dural mine.

Accessibility. The site should be readily accessible for transportation

and u--tilities.

The site presents no problems for access by road, railroad, or utillty

llnes.

Land _urisdiction. Siting will be on Federal land to the extent possible.

Of the 18,960 acres to be withdrawn by the DOE if this site is approved,

17,200 are Federal land controlled by the Bureau of Land Management and 1760
_res belong to the State of New Mexico. There are no private lands within
the site.

populatlon density. Proximity to population centers and rural habitats
,iLl be considered in siting. A low population density in the immediate site
area is desirable.

There are 16 permanent residents within i0 miles of the site. _ere is a
transient population at potash mines. The nearest town is Loving, New Mexico,
with a population of ]600. Carlsbad is 26 miles west and has a population of
28,600. Low Population is not necessary to siting but, all other factors
being equal, is desirable.

Effects on ecoloqy and cultural .resources. Major impacts on ecology, due
construction and operation should not occur. Archaeological and historic

Eeatures of significance should be preserved.
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